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Abstract 
 
This master thesis focuses on the use of NFC payment in Ubiquitous Computing context. 

NFC payment and the possibilities that emerge from this technology have been described. 

A case study has been conducted on the use of NFC payment with two user groups with 

different backgrounds. Knowledge from both of the previous mentioned work has been 

used to discuss how NFC payment appears as visible or invisible for the users. 

 

The problem statements are: 

 

- Describe the possibilities that emerge with NFC as a payment method. 

- Conduct a user study of NFC as a payment method 

- Discuss how NFC payment appears as visible or invisible technology for the 

users in the user study. 

 

Twelve different users participated in this study. The focus has been on the NFC phone 

that can bee used for payments. The NFC phone was used in the user study which was 

specially designed to observe the users experience and reactions when the NFC phone 

shifted between visible and invisible context. The results from the study are presented in 

this thesis.  

 

The theoretical framework has been Ubiquitous Computing and related theories. Main 

concepts have been invisibility vs. visibility, center and periphery of attention and routine 

invisibility to mention some. 

 

The study showed that the users approached and related differently towards NFC 

payment technology. This was evident through the different reactions and experiences the 

users expressed through surveys and interviews. It was not possible to sum up with a 

concluding remark on how NFC payment appears as visible or invisible technology for 

the users in the user study. 
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Sammendrag 
 
Denne masteroppgaven fokuserer på bruk av NFC-betalingsløsning i Ubiquitous 

Computing kontekst. NFC-betalingsløsning og mulighetene den frembringer med denne 

teknologien har blitt beskrevet. En case studie har blitt gjennomført om NFC-

betalingsløsning med to brukergrupper med forskjellig bakgrunn. Kunnskap fra begge 

forgående arbeidene har blitt brukt til å diskutere hvordan NFC-betalingsløsning framtrer 

som synlig og usynlig for brukerne. 

 

Problemstillingene er: 

 

- Beskriv muligheter som fremtrer med NFC som betalingsløsning. 

- Gjør en brukerstudie av NFC som betalingsløsning. 

- Diskuter hvordan NFC betalingsløsning fremstår som synlig og usynlig 

teknologi for brukerne i studien. 

 

Tolv forskjellige brukere deltok i studien. Fokuset har vært på NFC-telefoner som kan bli 

brukt ved betaling. NFC-telefoner ble brukt i brukerstudien som var spesielt konstruert 

for å observerer brukerne erfaringer og reaksjoner da NFC-telefonen skiftet fra synlig til 

usynlig kontekst. Resultatet fra studien er presentert i denne masteroppgaven. 

 

Det teoretiske rammeverket har vært Ubiquitous Computing og relaterte teorier. 

Hovedkonsepter har vært usynlighet vs. synlighet, senter og periferi for oppmerksomhet 

og rutinemessig usynlighet for å nevne noen. 

 
Studien har vist at brukerne tilnærmet seg og reagerte forskjellige på NFC-

betalingteknologi. Dette var tydelig gjennom forskjellige reaksjoner og erfaringer som 

brukerne gav uttrykk for gjennom undersøkelser og intervjuer. Det var ikke mulig å 

oppsummere med neon konkluderende kommentar om hvordan NFC-betalingsløsning 

fremtrer som synlig og usynlig teknologi for brukerne i brukerstudien. 
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1. Introduction 
 

 

1. Introduction 
 

“..Ubiquitous Computing will help overcome the problem of information 

overload. There is more information available at out fingertips during a walk in 

the wood than in any computer system, yet people find a walk among tree relaxing 

and computers frustrating. 

Machines that fit the human environment, instead of forcing humans to enter 

theirs, will make using a computer as refreshing as taking a walk in the woods.” 

-- Mark Weiser (1991) 

 

1.1. Background and Motivation 

Humans and computing technology have always been fascinating to me. It’s refreshing to 

get to know new and different people, and it’s refreshing to try out new technological 

inventions. Interactions between these two “creatures” has become an interesting and not 

to mention important subject of research the past decades. New technology gets 

developed all the time, thus research has to be done continuously. Some computing 

technologies help people in their daily life, while other computing devices become 

themselves an important part of people’s daily life. Technology industry rules the world. 

If all computing devices vanished today, half of the world would stop. Humans users 

have become depended on the computing technology. 

 

Some researchers are sceptical to the technological influence on our lives and would 

prefer it to vanish. Other researchers would like the computers to be everywhere and do 

all the work in our daily lives. Another group of researchers have another kind of 

approach:  

- Let the technology vanish when we don’t need it, and let it appear when we need it! 

The message has been something like this the past decade from some research 

communities.  
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Mark Weiser has been a central figure in this socio-technical approach towards 

technology. There is a need to understand how human best can benefit from the 

interactions with the computers. Donald Norman calls for the computing industry to 

understand human’s, the user’s needs when it comes to computing technology. His 

conclusions are also in the same path as Weiser: “Computers should be invisible”.  

 

As said earlier, new technologies emerge all the time. One emerging technology today is 

Near Field Communication (NFC). One domain of use for this technology is contactless 

payment via mobile phone. This is a good example of a Ubiquitous Computing device. 

Mobile phones are everywhere, in almost every human’s hand in the developed countries. 

NFC is a technology hidden under the hood of the mobile phone. NFC enabled mobile 

phones will let you contactlessly and electronically pay for a product. International 

newspapers write regularly that electronic payment via credit cards or internet is 

increasing steadily. Payment with NFC enabled mobile phones has already become an 

important trend in Japan. A study of these user trends should be of great importance for 

the technology industry and socio-technical researchers. Yet still very few field studies, 

even less user studies, have been conducted so far. In Europe such studies are still in their 

early stages. 

 

Based on the above mentioned motivations it should be enriching to study this new 

emerging NFC technology closer, which could help us with the daily payment process. 

Nevertheless it would be highly valuable to gain understanding on the human’s 

interaction with this emerging, ubiquitous technology that could change our everyday 

life. 

 

To sum up, the objective of this thesis is to contribute to the knowledge of the emerging 

possibilities with NFC payment and how people relate to them. 
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1.2. Problem Definition 

The problem definition has its main focus on the NFC payment technology and the user 

experience in a Ubiquitous Computing context. Three problem statements were 

constructed to explore the above mentioned focus of the problem definition: 

 

- Describe the possibilities that emerge with NFC as a payment method. 

- Conduct a user study of NFC as a payment method. 

- Discuss how NFC payment appears as visible or invisible technology for the 

users in the user study. 

 

The first problem statement will be answered through the chapter with technical 

background of NFC technology and the possibilities it produces. The second problem 

statement will be explored through a user case. The last problems statement will be 

answered through a discussion on the theory in relation to the findings. 

 

The underlying perception for the last problem statement is that there will be difference 

in use and experience for users with different age and background. It is expected that this 

difference will appear in the user study which is designed in consideration of visibility 

and invisibility in Ubiquitous Computing. The idea is that a technology is at its best when 

it’s faded into the background when it’s not needed. It will be in the periphery of our 

attention even if it still is there, but it would not interfere with our daily life and thus it 

will remain invisible. On the other hand, in the moment it is needed and activated by us, 

it will move to the foreground, to the centre of our attention, and hence it now will be 

visible. Various researchers in the field of Ubiquitous Computing believe that people 

prefer invisible computing devices. It will be interesting to see how the different users in 

this research study will react to this issue; if they react in the same way or differently 

when some elements with the NFC payment first will appear as invisible and later as 

visible.  
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1.3. Target group 

The research in this thesis is mainly addressed towards the field of Information Systems 

at University of Oslo. But it should also be of interest for various students, researchers 

and interested readers with at least basic academic knowledge of the interaction between 

humans and computers. 

 

1.4. Research Method in Brief 

The problem domain was little known to me before the research was started. NFC 

technology was still fairly new. One thing that was clear to me was that I wanted to study 

users’ behavior and reactions of using a contactless payment method like NFC payment. 

The human aspect was important in the investigation of this new technology. It felt 

natural to choose a research method that focuses on understanding people in a given 

context. Qualitative research was chosen:  

 

 “Qualitative research methods are designed to help researchers understand 

people and the social and cultural contexts within which they live” (Myers, 1997). 

 

A case study research was conducted. This way of research helps investigate 

contemporary phenomenon: 

 

“A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident”  (Myers, 1997). 

 

Research skills that were used for data collection were interviews, observations and 

qualitative surveys. In addition a literature study was done which was used as a base in 

the case and problem definition. 
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1.5. Structure of the report 

The thesis is structured in the following way: 

 

Chapter 1 introduces the background and motivation for the thesis and presents the 

problem definition. In addition to this the research methods used to study NFC payment, 

are presented. 

 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical concepts and research on Ubiquitous Computing 

related issues, which will be used to shed light upon the empirical findings. 

 

Chapter 3 introduces NFC and the possibility of contactless payment it brings.  

 

Chapter 4 describes some relevant research approaches, which methods were chosen and 

how they were applied.  

 

Chapter 5 presents the user study that was conducted, the design of the user study and 

the equipment used. 

 

Chapter 6 describes the empirical findings. Main findings will be presented and there 

will be referred to situations and feedback from observations and surveys, and results 

from the interviews. 

 

Chapter 7 discusses the findings based on the theory. The chapter discusses the user 

groups’ experiences with NFC payment with visible and invisible elements. 

 

Chapter 8 sums up the problem definition and its statements, shows how they are 

answered through chapters of theory, NFC technology, findings and discussion. Further 

work is also described. 
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2. Theoretical Focus and Related Literature 
In this chapter theories based on existing research will be introduced. The focus is on 

Ubiquitous Computing, Calm Computing, Ambient Intelligence, Tangible Bits, 

Unremarkable Computing. The book by Donald A. Norman “The Invisible Computer”, 

has also been used, as a reference and inspiration. Some other related theories are also 

reviewed. All the theories are related to what impact computing has to people; thus the 

focus is mainly on the interaction between humans and computers. 

 

2.1. The Invisible Computer 

Donald A. Norman says in his book, “The Invisible Computer” (Norman, 1998), that 

customers are ready for products that offer convenience, ease of use and pleasure. The 

technology should be invisible, hidden from sight. He says that companies must change 

the way they develop products:  

 

“They need to start with an understanding of people: user needs first, technology 

last – the opposite of how things are done now. Companies need human-centered 

development process, even if it means reorganizing the entire company.” 

 

Norman’s view is that the customer’s real needs are productivity, ease of use, getting the 

job done. These are the dimensions that should be focused on. He has observed that in 

our world with extensive use of technology, everything seems to be difficult to use. It 

seems like there is a general perception among people that the best technology is the 

technology that is most complicated and overwhelming. His conclusion seems to be 

simply this: the emphasis tends to be on technology, rather than the user. 

 

The term “technology” could have different meanings for different people in different 

contexts. Norman discusses that in everyday speech we refer to “technology” as things 

that are new. Especially electronic devices we use in the daily life, or what we think we 

want to use in the daily life, are what we often refer to as “technology”. A special feature 
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with technologies is that they often are taken for granted. We often tend to forget that 

everyday tools like pencil, paper, paper clips, pins and so on are actually commonplace 

technologies. We use them and rely on them everyday without giving them a single 

thought. The idea is that when we start assuming that the technological features are 

reliable and robust, we tend to ignore them or take them for granted. 

 

Norman talks about three main kinds of users/customers in the context of a technology’s 

life cycle. 

 

1. Early Adopters:  
- Early days of technology 
- People who buy new technology because they are in love with technology and 

the functions.  
- Important dimensions: New cutting edge technology, new functions. 
- They will buy almost any new item, or whose needs for the newly developed 

functions are so great that they are willing to put up with any other problems. 
Figure 1 Early Adopters 
 
2. Pragmatic Adopters: 

- Adolescent stage of technology 
- People who wait until they see whether the new technology stabilized, whether 

it can actually deliver its promises. 
- Important dimensions: Reliability, maintenance, cost. 
- Everyone has comparable technology: Technology is taken for granted. 

Figure 2Pragmatic Adopters 
 
3. Late Adopters:  

- Adulthood/mature days of technology 
- People who wants this from the technology: “Turn it on, use it, and forget it” 
- Important dimensions: cost, appearance & convenience 
- Taken for granted: functionality & reliability 
- Product provides real value 
- Technology move to the background 

Figure 3: Late Adopters 
 

In other words, Norman divides the technology in the three stages; early days with the 

early adopters, adolescent stage with the pragmatic adopters and adulthood with the late 

adopters. To generalize we can say that the early adopters focus on the new cutting edge 

technology and the new functionalities. We can say that the pragmatic adopters focus 

more on reliability. But the last group, the late adopters focus on both the functionality 
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and reliability. It is in the adolescent stage with the pragmatics adopters that we can see 

the pattern that everyone has compatible technology, hence it is taken for granted. In the 

adulthood stage of the technology with the conservative late adopters Norman talks about 

product providing new value and hence technology moves to the background.  

 

To sum up, the majority wants convenience, ease of use and reliability. They want 

solutions that simplify their lives, not technology that complicate them. As we have seen 

Norman also discusses that good technologies are “invisible” or “taken for granted”, 

never the less: “technology should move to the background”. 

 

Being inspired by these visions of Donald Norman and “The Invisible Computer”, I 

started to dig a bit deeper in this path of Human Computer Interaction. In the following 

chapters some of the above stated issues will be discussed more deeply, while other 

issues will be discussed a bit indirectly. Different researchers have different meaning to 

these issues, but there seems to be a uniform understanding of that these issues are 

important in the discussion of developing useful and user centric technologies and 

computers. We will see that the theories about Ubiquitous Computing by Mark Weiser in 

many ways conform to Norman’s views. Mark Weiser’s theories laid also the 

groundwork for many of the later theories in Human Computer Interaction (HCI).  

 

2.2. Ubiquitous Computing 

 
“The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave 

themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from 

it.” 

-- Mark Weiser (Weiser, 1991) 

 

Historical Background 
Ubiquitous Computing is a computing paradigm first articulated by Mark Weiser at 

Xerox PARC in 1991 and proposed as paradigm with an article in the American Scientist: 
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“The Computer for the 21st Century (Weiser, 1991). This paradigm has roots in many 

aspects of the computing but also from social and cultural realms (Weiser, 1993). This 

approach was carried on by Weiser’s co-researchers at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center 

(PARC) where they understood that computers were being forced to the center of our 

attention because of the personal computers. They now wanted to move towards Weiser’s 

proposed Ubiquitous Computing, that “which takes into account the natural human 

environment and allows the computers themselves to vanish into the background” 

(Weiser, 1991). In other words, they were interested in “invisible” computers that would 

allow us to focus on life beyond computational devices. The humans would be in the 

center and computers would be rather omnipresent or ubiquitous, not vice versa. 

 

By invisible, I mean that the tool does not intrude on your consciousness; you 

focus on the task, not the tool. Eyeglasses are a good tool – you look at the world, 

not the eyeglass. The blind man tapping the cane feels the street, not the cane. Of 

course, tools are not invisible in themselves, but as part of a context of use. 

--Mark Weiser, The World is not a Desktop (Weiser, 1994b) 

 

But it was a challenge for Weiser and his colleagues at Xerox PARC to convince fellow 

computer scientists of the importance of social and cultural issues in the development of 

Ubiquitous Computing. Weiser passed away before he could clear up some of the 

misunderstood points of, and point out the real essence of, Ubiquitous Computing; the 

research on this field requires not only to focus on ethnographic evaluations of 

technology in use, but also “non-technical” or broader social and cultural aspects of the 

technology (Galloway, 2003). 

 

Still Weiser’s work was not wasted. Ubiquitous Computing has later led to awareness on 

importance of taking into account the social perspectives of technology. It has also given 

favorable conditions for new related perspectives and paradigms such as Pervasive 

Computing, Unremarkable Computing, Ambient Computing (Ambient Intelligence) and 

Context-Aware Computing to name some, not to mention Weiser’s own Calm 

Computing. 
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Computers should be invisible when they’re not needed  
If we are to look at what these perspectives have in common we will se that the vision is 

to make technology that fades into the background or even get “invisible” when it’s not 

needed. The idea behind this is that technology should not get in the way of the tasks that 

humans actually want to do. The technology should be a tool to help us in our daily life 

hence it should not take more of our attention than actually necessary. In other words 

technology or computers should remain in the periphery of attention, and only come into 

the center of attention when needed. 

 

2.3. Calm Computing 

 
 “The history of computer is actually quite simple. In the beginning there were no 

computers. Then there were computers. And then there were none again. Between 

the second and the third stage, they simply disappeared. They didn’t go away 

completely. First they faded into the background. Then they actually merged with 

the background.” 

-- John Seely Brown, Technology Review 2001, a futuristic article supposed to be 

sent from the year 2020 (Brown, 2001) 

 

Introduction 
According to Weiser and Brown, Calm Computing is a term used to describe a 

computing environment where computers are no longer the center of our computing 

activities but have vanished into the background. This form of computing is the natural 

progression of mobile and wireless computing. Mobile computing and wireless 

communications break geographical constraints, Calm Computing will break 

technological constraints; you will no longer be distracted by technology. This is what 

Weiser and John Seely Brown at Xerox PARC meant when they derived the term Calm 

Computing from Ubiquitous Computing (Weiser and Brown, 1996) 
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Historical Background 
Calm Computing was also developed by Weiser and Brown and was derived from 

Ubiquitous Computing. The need for doing this was the misconceptions among the other 

researchers. Weiser and Brown felt that the Ubiquitous Computing community went off 

track. Weiser and Brown‘s vision was that Ubiquitous Computing technology should be 

“calm”, stay out of the way while informing. In contrast was the way technology is 

designed now: in your face, highly interactive, using multiple modalities and so on.  

 

Main Themes of the Theory  
Ubiquitous Computing paradigm believes that the technology itself doesn’t matter, what 

matters is its relationship to us. According to this paradigm, in the last 50 years with the 

age of computation, there have been two great trends in this relationship. These two 

trends were the mainframe relationship (from the 1940s), and the PC relationship (from 

the 1960s). The theory is that after these trends the Internet (from the 1990s) carried us 

“through an era of widespread distributed computing as transition towards the 

relationship of ubiquitous computing (from the late 1990s), characterized by deeply 

imbedding computation in the world” (Weiser and Brown, 1996). 

 

The Major Trends in Computing 
Mainframe      many people share a computer 
Personal Computer     one computer, one person 

Internet - Widespread Distributed Computing . . . transition to . . . 
Ubiquitous Computing many computers share each of us 

Figure 4: The Major Trends in Computing 
 

The First Wave was many people per computer, the Second Wave was one person per 

computer, and The Third Wave was proposed to be many computers per person. This 

vision appears to be not so bad after all. We can today see several ubiquitous devices 

around us that can share each and every one of us: PCs, laptops, MP3-players, watches, 

and not to mention the mobile phones. 
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“The most potentially interesting, challenging, and profound change implied by 

the Ubiquitous Computing era is a focus on calm. If computers are everywhere 

they better stay out of the way, and that means designing them so that the people 

being shared by the computers remain serene and in control…” (Weiser and 

Brown, 1996). 

  

Put otherwise, calm technology could be distinguished as technology that would be so 

embedded, so pervasive, that it could be taken for granted. 

 

“When computers are all around, so that we want to compute while doing 

something else and have more time to be more fully human, we must radically 

rethink the goals, context and technology of the computer and all the other 

technology crowding into our lives. Calmness is a fundamental challenge for all 

technological design of the next fifty years” (Weiser and Brown, 1996). 

 

Periphery and Center of Attention 
Weiser talks about the idea of a “personal” computer itself being misplaced, and that the 

vision of laptops machines, dynabooks and “knowledge navigators” is only a transitional 

step towards achieving real potential of information technology: 

 

“Such machines cannot truly make computing an integral, invisible part of the 

way people live their lives. Therefore we [researchers at Xerox PARC] are trying 

to conceive a new way of thinking about computers in the world, one that takes 

into account the natural human environment and allows the computers themselves 

to vanish into the background. 

 

Such a disappearance is a fundamental consequence not of technology, but of 

human psychology. Whenever people learn something sufficiently well, they cease 

to be aware of it”(Weiser, 1991). 
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Weiser gives the example that when you look at a street sign you absorb its information 

without consciously performing the act of reading. Different scientists have described this 

phenomenon in different contexts and with different names; “compiling”; “tacit 

dimension”; “the horizon” and “ready-to-hand” are some of them. The term we have been 

looking into is “periphery” which was first articulated by John Seely Brown at Xerox 

PARC. All these terminologies say the same; “only when things disappear in this way 

are we freed to use them without thinking and so to focus beyond them on new goals” 

(Weiser, 1991). 

 

Later John Seely Brown discusses with Paul Duguid (Brown and Duguid, 1994) about the 

relations of periphery-center. Their view is that “what is central to one practice at one 

time may be peripheral at another”. They give the example of the noise of a machine that 

usually is peripheral for most users, but at the same time the same noise can be central for 

a mechanic. They explain that when there is a change in the attention, perspective or 

practice, parts of the periphery may be pushed to the center of attention and vice versa. 

“When a machine malfunctions, its sound may move from the periphery of its user’s 

attention to the center (Brown and Duguid, 1994). 

 

2.4. Unremarkable Computing 

 

”How aware of computing should people be?” 

 

Unremarkable Computing seeks to contribute to earliest and most difficult of the design 

issues of Ubiquitous Computing, which is making the technology “invisible in use”. The 

authors of Unremarkable Computing (Tolmie et al., 2002) draws on field studies from the 

domestic domain “to identify a number of insights into what it means for features of 

activities to be ‘unremarkable’ ”. 
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“Inspired by the social scientists, philosophers, and anthropologist at PARC, we 

have been trying to take a radical look at what computing and networking ought 

to be like. We believe that people live through their practices and tacit knowledge 

so that the most powerful things are those that are effectively invisible in use. This 

is a challenge that affects all of computer science. Out preliminary approach: 

Activate the world. Provide hundreds of wireless computing devices per person 

per office…”(Weiser, 1994b). 

 

As where Mark Wiser initially focused mainly on the domain of office, Tolmie et al 

wanted to focus on the home environment. They felt it was essential to do so because 

people today increasingly are working from home and at the same time the design issues 

that before were only relevant for the office, now is starting to become embedded also in 

the home environment. According to Tolmie et al the traditions and design issues for the 

office in contrast to the domestic environment are potentially on collision course. They 

believe “that the radical differences between the home and the office may cause us to re-

evaluate many of the assumptions buried within prevalent views of Ubiquitous 

Computing”. 

 

Routine Invisibility 
One of the interesting results Tolmie et al explain is about routine invisibility or 

unremarkable routine. Their research showed that people often do routine actions in their 

daily life without thinking of it. They tend to notice the routines only through such 

occasioned circumstances where people explicitly provide details of their routines within 

accounts. The persons they studied showed that they didn’t reflect much on the daily 

routine actions, the routines were unremarkable. It seemed that the routines were invisible 

in use for those who were involved in them. Tolmie et al connects these results with 

Mark Weiser’s agenda of developing Ubiquitous Computing that is invisible in use and in 

its own way unremarkable, which is articulated in a Conference Proceeding (Weiser, 

1994a): 
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“For thirty years most interface design, and most computer design, has been 

headed down the path of the "dramatic" machine. Its highest ideal is to make a 

computer so exciting, so wonderful, so interesting, that we never want to be 

without it. A less-traveled path I call the "invisible"; its highest ideal is to make a 

computer so imbedded, so fitting, so natural, that we use it without even thinking 

about it.” 

 

But the issue of invisibility is not so easy. Clearly one way of approaching it is by 

thinking of disappearing or invisible computer as visually invisible or perceptually 

invisibility of the computer. Tomlie et al discusses that perceptual invisibility is not 

necessarily the same as the achievement of invisibility in use. 

 

2.5. Tangible Computing 

In the article “Tangible Bits - Towards Seamless Interfaces between People, Bits and 

Atoms”, the authors Ishii and Ullmer (Ishii and Ullmer, 1997) talk about another type of 

Ubiquitous Computing. The goal of Tangible Bits is to bridge the gap between the 

cyberspace and the physical environment as well as the foreground and background of 

human activities. The idea is that we are now almost constantly “wired” so that we can be 

both here (physical space) and there (cyberspace) simultaneously. 

 

Mark Wiser laid the ground work with his article about “Ubiquitous Computing” in 1991. 

This was a different paradigm of computing and HCI which pushes computers into the 

background and attempts to make them invisible. 

 

The aim of Ishii and Ullmer’s research was to show concrete ways to move beyond the 

current dominant model of Graphical User Interface (GUI) bound to computers with flat 

rectangular display, windows, a mouse, and a keyboard. To make computing truly 

ubiquitous and invisible, as they assert, they seek to establish a new type of HCI which 

they called “Tangible User Interfaces” (TUIs). The article focuses also on the integration 

of computational augmentations into the physical environment. 
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Goals of Tangible Bits 
“Tangible Bits” is an attempt to bridge the gap between cyberspace and the physical 

environment by making digital information (bits) tangible. They developed ways to make 

bits accessible through the physical environment. 

Their key concepts were interactive surfaces, coupling of Bits and Atoms, and Ambient 

Media. Ultimately, what they wanted with this was to “seek ways to turn each state of 

physical matter – not only solid matter, but also liquids and gases – within everyday 

architectural spaces into “interfaces” between people and digital information.”  

 

According to themselves they are exploring ways of both improving the quality and 

broadening the bandwidth of interaction between people and digital information by: 

- Allowing users to “grasp and manipulate” foreground bits by coupling bits with 

physical objects, and 

- Enabling users to be aware of background bits at the periphery using ambient 

media in an augmented space. 

 

Periphery and Center of Attention 
They argue that the current research in HCI is focusing primarily on the foreground 

activity, while it is known that people are subconsciously and constantly receiving 

various kinds of information from the “periphery” without attending to it explicitly. In 

this way if something unusual happens, it immediately comes to the center of their 

attention. The key challenge for Tangible Bits is the smooth transition of user’s focus of 

attention between background and foreground using ambient media and graspable 

objects. 

 

2.6. Ambient Intelligence 

The Ambient Intelligence paradigm sets the principles to design a pervasive and 

transparent infrastructure capable of observing people without prying into their lives, 

adapting the needs of the user. 
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According to Remagnino and Foresti (Remagnino and Foresti, 2005) Ambient 

Intelligence is rooted in the ideas of Norman, the author of the Invisible Computer 

(Norman, 1998), and Ubiquitous Computing (conceived by Mark Weiser). 

 

Computers in Background, Human Users into Foreground 
“In Ambient Intelligence, technologies are deployed to make computers disappear in the 

background, while the human user moves into the foreground in complete control of the 

augmented environment” (Remagnino and Foresti, 2005). 

 

The human user is seen as the main actor that always is in control and playing multiple 

roles in the society. Ambient Intelligence is therefore a user-centric paradigm. Some of 

the aim of Ambient Intelligence is to potentially help the life of disabled people or to 

enhance the training of professional skills. Other aims are to broaden the learning and 

training opportunities for students, and making the life of the average citizen at home and 

in public spaces simpler and more pleasant. 

 

Ambient Intelligence paradigm often refers to electronic environments that are sensitive 

and responsive to the presence of people. The intention is to hide the technology in the 

background, and provide ambient means like speech and gestures to interact with these 

environments. 

 

Ambient Intelligence researchers often talk about making the computers disappear in to 

the background or to become invisible in the environment. But some researchers like 

Tomlie and his colleagues (Tolmie et al., 2002) have discussed that perceptual invisibility 

is not necessarily the same as the achievement of invisibility in use. 

 

2.7. Context-Aware Computing 

Anne Galloway (Galloway, 2003) discusses that for ubiquitous or pervasive technology 

to be useful, they need to be perceptive, interpretive and reactive. With this she means 
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that they need to be able to shift from the periphery of attention to the center; to 

recognize and respond to actual contexts of use. Context-aware computing therefore 

relies on two types of information: physical location and user identity. 

 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is such context-aware technology. “Put simply, 

individually programmed RFID tags use radio signals to capture and share data between 

mobile and fixed computing devices, allowing automatic data capture and object 

identification”. The RFID tags can contain small amount of information, are small 

enough to be put anywhere, on anything or on anyone.  

 

The concern here are the implications of context-aware computing for privacy in 

everyday life. The question of “invisibility” also raises concerns over privacy, as it may 

be impossible for people to recognize, let alone control, their interaction with ubiquitous 

computing applications (Nguyen and Mynatt, 2002). 

 

2.8. Summary 

The main theories and concepts of Ubiquitous Computing and related theories will be 

used to analyze NFC payment. Visibility and invisibility, center and periphery of 

attention, routine invisibility and technology fading into the background are some other 

concepts from theories like Calm Computing, Unremarkable Computing and Tangible 

Bits to mention some. Thes theories and concepts will be used in the discussion related to 

the findings from the user study. 

 

The theories of Norman on users and how they adopt technology will also be used to 

categorize and gain knowledge about the users 
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3. Technical Focus – NFC 
This chapter seeks to describe the basics of NFC technology and the different 

possibilities it brings. 

 

3.1. Ubiquitous Computing and NFC 

As the previous chapter shows, it can be said that Ubiquitous Computing and related 

theories basically grounds on the thought of computers and technology being all around 

us or everywhere. As shown in the previous chapter Ubiquitous Computing can be seen 

as embedded computing technologies into the environment and everyday objects. One 

technology that can be characterized in such a way is NFC. In simple words NFC is 

mobile phones with RFID-characteristics. As mobile phones already are widely referred 

to as ubiquitous computing devices, NFC enabled phones would even more be suitable 

for this reference. 

 

3.2. NFC – The Technology 

 
“A sports fan attending a game breezes through the front gate, paying for his 

ticket by waving his cell phone near a point-of-sale reader. On the way to his seat, 

he downloads wallpaper to his handset by touching it to a poster of his favorite 

player. And after the game, he pays for fast food at another POS reader by using 

electronic coupons stored in his phone.” (Ortiz Jr., 2006) 

 

3.3. Overview 

NFC is a standard-based, short-range wireless connectivity technology that lets different 

devices communicate when they are in close proximity. It is based on RFID (Radio 

Frequency Identification). NFC enables simple and safe two-way interactions among 

electronic devices, allowing consumers to perform contactless transactions, access digital 

content and connect devices with a single “touch” (NFC-Forum, 2006). In other words 
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NFC is a mobile device with RFID technology. Just as an RFID-card it can read 

information from RFID chips or tags. 

 

In addition to RFID features, NFC has also the ability to write information onto the 

RFID-chip. Not only that, it can actually send information both ways. This opens up for 

features like door authentication, transit authentication, payment or even getting 

downloaded trailers or information from a poster.  

 

 
Figure 5: Different uses of NFC 

 

NFC devices that come within range of each other willl automatically form a peer-to-peer 

network. The advantage of NFC is that it can enable short range communication without 

user configuration. One example is that it can be used for simplified setup of longer range 

network protocols such as Bluetooth and Wi-FI (NFC-Forum, 2006). 

 

3.4. Technical – How it Works 

As mentioned earlier NFC is a short-range connectivity technology for close proximity 

communication based on RFID. It is a device that generates a low frequency radio-wave 

field in the 13.56-MHz spectrum. When another NFC device gets close enough to contact 

the field, magnetic inductive coupling transfers energy and data from one device to the 

other. The use of magnetic coupling is a principal difference between NFC and 

technologies such as Bluetooh and WiFi (Ortiz Jr., 2006). 
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Figure 6: Examples of  NFC (FeliCa) use 

 

Just as RFID, NFC can either be considered active or passive. If the NFC device has an 

internal power supply it is active. If the NFC device has no internal power supply, such as 

a smart card, it is considered passive. Inductive coupling causes a passive device to 

absorb energy form an active device when it gets close enough. Once powered up, the 

passive device can communicate and exchange data with the other device  (Ortiz Jr., 

2006). 

 

“The ability to act as both passive and active devices makes NFC devices unique 

among contactless communications technologies…This enables NFC devices to 

function as either contactless cards or readers. Thus, an NFC phone could be 

used, for example, to send payment information to a reader to make a purchase or 

to read information from an enabled advertising sign.” 

-- Tariq Shahab, Philips Semiconductors’ business development and marketing 

manager for identifications technologies. 

 

NFC is designed to be compatible with other contactless approaches, such as ISO 

14443A, implemented in Philips’ Mifare and Inside Contactless’ PicoPass products; and 

ISO 14443B, the most popular standard, used with Sony’s FeliCa technologies. Both 

operate in the 13.56-MHz frequency range, just like NFC (Ortiz Jr., 2006). 
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3.5. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 

“Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are poised to dramatically increase 

their presence in business and consumer applications. While the technology is 50 

years old, recent advances and standardization activities have opened new 

opportunities for RFID to improve commerce and everyday life” (Microsoft, 2005). 

 

RFID is a technology that has existed for over 50 years for military and logistics purpose. 

At a simple level, it is a technology that involves tags that emit radio signals and devices 

called readers that pick up the signal (RadioActiveFoundation, 2005). 

 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a generic term for technologies that use radio 

frequency waves to transfer data between a tag and a reader in order to identify, track or 

locate the tag. The two main components of an RFID system are: 

- Tags that contain some information. This information can be read and/or written 

depending on the individual capabilities of tags. Tags are classified by how they 

acquire their power. They are called either active or passive tags. 

- A reader that can interact with tags within range. This interaction can consist of 

reading and/or writing information on tags. 

 

3.6. Contactless and Mobile Payment Methods Today 

Although the term NFC is not widely used yet, it most probably will be in the next few 

years. FeliCa is a contactless mobile payment technology developed by Sony Corporation 

and a similar contactless technology called Mifare is developed by Royal Philips 

Electronics (Wired-News, 2004). In the following chapters these technologies will be 

described and also their relation to NFC.a

 
 “I see FeliCa in action and it’s amazing. Japanese use it for paying at metro and 

bus, for shopping, for opening doors and turning lights on…” 

-- Marco Casario, a Blog user 
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Sony’s FeliCa 
The mobile payment feature is probably the most interesting one. Some researchers say 

that this functionality will probably establish the technology in the market. Although 

NFC still is in its early stages in Europe, USA and Asia mostly, it is already being widely 

used in Japan. There you can use your mobile phone for payment with a “touch and 

confirm” function. In Japan they already have established the concept of mobile wallet 

phones or virtual wallet, Osaifu-Ketai, under the name FeliCa which is promoted by NTT 

DoCoMo, KDDI and Vodafone, Japan's largest mobile phone system operators. FeliCa is 

developed by Sony (Sony, 2003). 

 

The wallet phones can already be used to make electronic purchases at stores or vending 

machines equipped with FeliCa readers; can act as boarding passes on certain domestic 

air flights; and can authorize entry through corporate security doors—all with a wave of 

the handset. 

 

Philip’s Mifare 
Payments are not the only potential use for the technology. Philips' Mifare is used in 

transport and access control applications around the globe. Philips and Samsung have 

suggested NFC devices could also work as mobile transit passes for users who would 

swipe their phones to get access to public transportation and as secure building-access 

keys and electronic business cards. The technology could also let users swap digital 

music, photos or other files between devices. 

 

“NFC could be used in many ways including merchandise and service payments, 

event ticketing, and facility- and computer-access control.” 

-- Kay Irwin, senior enterprise-practice manager for InCode consultancy 

 

Next chapter will show how both Sony and Philips have jointly developed NFC and, both 

FeliCa and Mifare are, in a way, predecessors of NFC. 
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3.7. Standards 

 
 “(NFC technology evolved from a combination of contactless identification and 

interconnection technologies. NFC operates in the 13.56 MHz frequency range, 

over a typical distance of a few centimeters. The underlying layers of NFC 

technology are ISO, ECMA, and ETSI standards.”  (NFC-Forum, 2006) 

 

The work with NFC was first started in late 2002 by a joint venture by Philips and Sony 

for contactless communication. The technology was adapted by Europe’s Ecma 

International as a standard in December 2002. In December 2003 it was adopted by the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electro-

technical Commission. In 2004, Nokia, Philips, and Sony founded the NFC Forum to 

promote the technology (NFC-Forum, 2006). 

 

 
Figure 7: NFC and other standards 
 

3.8. Market 

According to market analysis firm, ABI Research, the predicted shipments for NFC-

enabled devices will increase from 3.7 million in 2006 to 672 million in 2010 (Ortiz Jr., 

2006). Mobile commerce seems to be the drive behind these expectations. ABI Research 

also predicts that the worldwide sales by contactless payments will rise steadily from 

$226.1 million last year to $303.3 millions this year (2006) to $1.08 billion in 2010. 
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“Within four years, NFC will be a standard feature in most mobile phones. 

Adoption might occur first in East Asia and Europe, which are a couple of years 

ahead of North America in using contactless technology.” 

-- Kay Irwin, senior enterprise-practice manager for InCode consultancy  

 

One problem NFC is facing is that major hardware manufacturers outside of Nokia, 

Philips, Sony and Motorola are not yet supporting it. Besides this the wireless carriers 

don’t have much incentive to embrace NFC because the consumers are not demanding 

the functionality yet. Another problem is that NFC for now uses credit-card companies’ 

payment networks and thus bypasses cellular networks. Further on, this reduces a revenue 

stream for mobile carriers, and hence they for the time being are not so positive towards 

the technology. Success with NFC therefore lies in the willingness of credit-card 

companies to share revenue with carriers, unless the carriers systems are used. The 

chapter describing the case will show an example of how the Norwegian carrier Telenor 

can use their system in combination with NFC to offer a NFC mobile payment system. 

 

There are also those who are a bit unsure of how successful NFC would be. Marcus 

Torchia, a senior analyst at Yankee Groups said: 

 

“There is a market for people wanting to use phones in stead of credit cards…but 

it may be pretty modest.” (Ortiz Jr., 2006) 

 

3.9. Field Trials 

Trials in Japan 
Although NFC is fairly new in Europe, USA and most parts of Asia, it has already been 

used for some time in Japan. As mentioned earlier NFC technology is based on FeliCa 

and Mifare technologies which are developed respectively by Sony and Philips. 
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Already the FeliCa-branded mobile contactless payment services in Japan and has been 

adopted by NTT DoCoMo, KDDI and Vodafone as the de facto market standard for m-

commerce, e-wallets, transportation and other peer-to-peer data transfer services. NFC 

was first deployed in the Octopus card in Hong Kong in 1997 and the first mobile handset 

trial ran in Japan in December 2003. Today, over 7 million FeliCa-enabled phones have 

already been sold by DoCoMo alone (WWJ, 2005). 

 

Trials in USA  
 A group of major mobile-commerce companies conducted in December 2005 a large-

scale six-month NFC mobile-commerce trial in the USA (Electronicstalk, 2006). The trial 

included contactless payment, mobile content and premium arena services at Philips 

Arena in Atlanta, Georgia. The companies claimed the trial was the first large-scale test 

of next-generation mobile-phone applications in North America. The grouping included 

the JPMorgan Chase financial service firm, Cingular Wireless, Nokia, Philips 

Semiconductors, Visa USA, ViVotech, and Atlanta Spirit, owner of two professional 

sports teams and an arena. The trial used Nokia’s NFC-enabled 3220 mobile phones.  

 

According to Electronicstalk “the consumers like the convenience, ease of use and 

‘coolness’ of making transactions with their mobile phones”. 

 
Figure 8: Nokia 3220 with NFC shell interacting with VISA-sensor 
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3.10. Security Issues 

The requirement of the NFC device to be in close proximity of another device to 

communicate makes it difficult to intercept signals. This gives the technology some 

inherent security. Besides this, contactless payment eliminates the need for a purchaser to 

give a credit card to a merchant, thereby reducing fraud opportunities (Ortiz Jr., 2006). 

But nevertheless, even if NFC has the inherent security that comes close proximity 

transmission, it will still be necessary for vendors to provide security in the phones and 

PDAs that could transmit users’ payment information in the open to credit-card and other 

companies. 

 

“The hurdles for NFC, and, down the road, RFID chips inside phones include 

interoperability, implementation issues and privacy concerns…” 

-- Allen Nogee, principal analyst of wireless technology at In-Stat, a research firm 

(SupercommDailyNews, 2005) 

 

 

3.11. Summary 

This chapter introduced NFC as a technology and its different possibilities. The payment 

functionality appears to be one of the most interesting features which NFC brings. NFC 

payment allows consumers to perform contactless transactions, make electronic 

purchases at stores or vending machines, or it could be used as transit passes or boarding 

passes. Other uses of NFC were access of digital content from advertisement boards, 

connecting devices with a single “touch” and simplified setup of longer range network 

protocols such as Bluetooth and Wi-FI. 

 

As we have seen NFC has been used for some time in Japan and by the figures and the 

reviews we can call it a success. On the other hand still few trials have been carried out in 

the rest of the world. It is yet to see if this technology will be adapted by the European, 

Asian and American users. There is still little knowledge on how people react to paying 

contactlessly with a NFC mobile phone. As mentioned above some field trials have 
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started recently, but a lot more research and trials have to be done before we can get a 

true picture of how the technology will be adapted. In this regard the user study in this 

thesis, though its small scale, should be of great interest. 
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4.1. Different Research Methods 

In the foreword of Minger and Stowell (1997) the book defines the term “information 

systems” as “the effective design, delivery, use and impact of information technology in 

organizations and society”. This broad definition implies that; Information Systems (IS) 

is an interdisciplinary subject. It has emerged over the past 20-30 years and is therefore 

relatively new area of study covering domains like computer and business systems 

analysis, computing science, and management science. (Mingers and Stowell, 1997) 

 

David Avison (Avison, 1997) points out that traditionally the emphasis in information 

systems have been 

- the “hard” information systems research (related to technology, like design 

methodologies, computers, implementation, productivity, tolls, office technology 

and telecommunications) 

- research looking for particular gains for businesses 

- and also research looking for “solutions” to perennial problems 

Avison explains that it has been claimed that the positivist approach is the most common 

because of the technological view of information systems. But he also states that the 

social and organizational issues concerning IS are being increasingly recognized. He says 

that this view is reflected in the non-positivist research approaches to study information 

systems. Non-positivist approaches are interpretive research and critical research. These 

are explained in more detail in the section “Philosophical Assumptions”. Avison further 

lists up several research methods used in information systems: 
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conceptual study 
mathematical modeling 
laboratory experiments 
field experiments 
survey 
case study 
phenomenology 
hermeneutics 
participant observation 
grounded theory 
longitudinal study 
action research 

Figure 9: Different research methods 
 

There are different ways of categorizing research methods in IS with their approaches 

and philosophical foundations. One such often used category is Qualitative Research. 

 

4.2. Qualitative Research 

 
 “The motivation for doing qualitative research, as opposed to quantitative research, 

comes from the observation that, if there is one thing which distinguishes humans 

from the natural world, it is our ability to talk! Qualitative research methods are 

designed to help researchers understand people and the social and cultural contexts 

within which they live” (Myers, 1997). 

 

Qualitative research involves the use of qualitative data, such as interviews, documents, 

and participant observation data, to understand and explain social phenomena. Qualitative 

researchers can be found in many disciplines and fields, using a variety of approaches, 

methods and techniques. In IS, there has been a general shift in IS research away from 

technological to managerial and organizational issues, hence an increasing interest in the 

application of qualitative research methods. 
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4.2.1. Philosophical Assumptions 

Myers (1997) states that all research methods are based on some underlying philosophical 

assumptions. These are further the underlying epistemology, assumptions about 

knowledge and how it can be obtained. All these can influence or guide the way the 

qualitative research is carried out (Figure 10). It is important to know what the often 

hidden philosophical assumptions are. According to Myers (1997) we can categorize into 

three philosophical assumptions: 

 

Positivist research 
Positivists generally assume that reality is objectively given and can be described by 

measurable properties which are independent of the observer (researcher) and his or her 

instruments. Positivist studies generally attempt to test theory, in an attempt to increase 

the predictive understanding of phenomena. 

 

Interpretive research 
Interpretive researchers start out with the assumption that access to reality (given or 

socially constructed) is only through social constructions such as language, consciousness 

and shared meanings. The philosophical base of interpretive research is hermeneutics and 

phenomenology (Boland, 1985). Interpretive studies generally attempt to understand 

phenomena through the meanings that people assign to them and interpretive methods of 

research in IS are "aimed at producing an understanding of the context of the information 

system, and the process whereby the information system influences and is influenced by 

the context" (Walsham, 1993). Interpretive research does not predefine dependent and 

independent variables, but focuses on the full complexity of human sense making as the 

situation emerges (Kaplan and Maxwell, 1994). 

 

Critical research 
Critical researchers assume that social reality is historically constituted and that it is 

produced and reproduced by people. Although people can consciously act to change their 

social and economic circumstances, critical researchers recognize that their ability to do 
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so is constrained by various forms of social, cultural and political domination. The main 

task of critical research is seen as being one of social critique, whereby the restrictive and 

alienating conditions of the status quo are brought to light. Critical research focuses on 

the oppositions, conflicts and contradictions in contemporary society, and seeks to be 

emancipatory i.e. it should help to eliminate the causes of alienation and domination. 

 

 
Figure 10: Underlying epistemology 

 

4.2.2. Qualitative Research Methods 

There are several different research methods in qualitative research. All of these can base 

on any of the above stated philosophical assumptions. 

 

Action Research 
There are numerous definitions of action research, however one of the most widely cited 

is that of Rapoport’s, who defines action research in the following way: 

“Action research aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in an 

immediate problematic situation and to the goals of social science by joint collaboration 

within a mutually acceptable ethical framework (Rapoport, 1970)”. 
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Case Study Research 
The term "case study" has multiple meanings. It can be used to describe a unit of analysis 

(e.g. a case study of a particular organization) or to describe a research method. The 

discussion here concerns the use of the case study as a research method. Case study 

research can be positivist, interpretive, or critical, depending upon the underlying 

philosophical assumptions of the researcher. Case study research is the most common 

qualitative method used in IS ((Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991); (Alavi and Carlson, 

1992)). 

 

According to Myers (Myers, 1997) a case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates 

a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries 

between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident”. 

 

Ethnography 
Ethnographic research comes from the discipline of social and cultural anthropology 

where an ethnographer is required to spend a significant amount of time in the field. 

Ethnographers immerse themselves in the lives of the people they study (Lewis, 1985) 

and seek to place the phenomena studied in their social and cultural context. 

 

The main difference between case study research and ethnographic research is the extent 

to which the researcher immerses himself or herself in the life of the social group under 

study. In a case study, the primary source of data is interviews, supplemented by 

documentary evidence such as annual reports, minutes of meetings and so forth. In an 

ethnographic resaerch, these data sources are supplemented by data collected through 

participant observation. Ethnographies usually require the researcher to spend a long 

period of time in the “field” and emphasize detailed, observational evidence (Yin, 1994). 

 

Grounded Theory 
Grounded theory is a research method that seeks to develop theory that is grounded in 

data systematically gathered and analyzed. According to (Martin and Turner, 1986), 

grounded theory is "an inductive, theory discovery methodology that allows the 
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researcher to develop a theoretical account of the general features of a topic while 

simultaneously grounding the account in empirical observations or data." The major 

difference between grounded theory and other methods is its specific approach to theory 

development - grounded theory suggests that there should be a continuous interplay 

between data collection and analysis. Grounded theory approaches are becoming 

increasingly common in the IS research literature because the method is extremely useful 

in developing context-based, process-oriented descriptions and explanations of the 

phenomenon (see, for example (Orlikowski, 1993). 

 

 

4.2.3. Quantitative Research Methods 

Quantitative research methods were originally developed in the natural sciences to study 

natural phenomena. Examples of quantitative methods now well accepted in the social 

sciences include survey methods, laboratory experiments, formal methods (e.g. 

econometrics) and numerical methods such as mathematical modeling. 

 

Triangulation 
Although most researchers do either quantitative or qualitative research work, some 

researchers have suggested combining one or more research methods in the one study 

called triangulation, (Gable, 1994), (Kaplan and Duchon, 1988), (Lee, 1991), (Mingers, 

2001) and (Ragin, 1987). 

 

4.2.4. Research Skills 

The research skills presented in this chapter is based on Silverman’s (Silverman, 2001) 

book on interpreting qualitative data. Some relevant skills described in this book are 

interviews, observations and text- and document analysis. 
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Interviews 
There are several different forms of interviews. The can be structured, un-structured or 

semi-structured. The interviews can have different approaches. Silverman categorizes 

three different approaches to the interviews; positivistic, emotionalistic and 

constructionistic. 

 

The positivist approach is that the interviews can give us access to facts. The purpose is 

to generate data that appears independently of both the context and the researcher. 

Typically the interviews are prescheduled and follow a standardized protocol. Emotions, 

explanations or suggestions to answers are strictly forbidden. The interviews are seen as a 

way of collecting facts about the real world. 

 

Interviews with an approach of emotionalism, lets the interviewee construct their own 

social worlds. The interviews are open-ended and aimed at acquiring in-depth 

understanding of the interviewees.  In this approach it is not necessary to get the facts, but 

to obtain authentic meetings with subjective experiences. This is done by formulating 

questions and creating an atmosphere in a way that it encourages open and undisturbed 

conversation. 

 

Constructionismic approach is about how meanings are manually constructed. The 

interviews are open-ended and reflective. The interviews are not only source of data, but 

they are also often a research topic itself. This approach seeks to document the ways of 

how we engage with the parts of the world. 

 

Observation 
Observation  another often used research technique. There are different values of direct 

observational approaches. The most important might be the need to understand the 

context that is studied. Observation also encourages to see things that are routinely “taken 

for granted”. Often observations helps discover aspects that participants may be unwilling 

to talk about in interviews. It can also help with getting insight in personal reflections and 

introspections 
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There are two main types of observations. One is where the researcher themselves 

participate in the context that is studies – participatory observation. The other one is 

where the researcher does not participate and is only passive observer – non participatory 

observation. There are different pros and cons for choosing each of the observations 

types. They have to be chosen considering the research issue. With participatory 

observation the researcher can gain better and broader understanding of the research issue 

and the participants. It gives the insider’s view. The con with this is that the data from the 

research may be influenced by the researcher himself or herself. Also the environment 

and participants can be influenced and biased. Therefore a pro for the passive observation 

is that the environment is studied without disturbing it by researcher’s intrusion.  

 

Text and Documents Analysis 
Texts and documents can be just important as interviews to collect data. Interviews can 

become subjective, the interviewee might in some situations answer to questions in 

accordance with what they want other people to think of them. Thus, interviews can give 

wrong picture of the reality. Therefore, the texts could be more objective.  

 

4.3. Research Approach used in the Thesis 

In the planning phase of the research it was clear that the intention was to search for what 

people actually feel about the use of ubiquitous technology. The purpose was to gain 

insight of how they reacted to it and what kind of technology they feel comfortable with. 

It was necessary to get a deeper understanding of the persons using the technology and to 

get their meaning, thoughts, unconscious reactions and feelings towards the technology. 

Therefore it was clear that it would be necessary to use qualitative research methods. 

Rather than using quantitative methods and getting quantitative figures and trying to 

getting meanings out of that, the intention was to interview people, observe them using 

the technology, and let them write their thoughts down in their own words. 
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But the user study included surveys with the users in which they had to mention some 

quantitative figures. Age, total years of mobile phone use, how many times they used the 

mobile phones daily to mention some, were figures used to get an idea of to which extend 

the two groups in the user study were different. 

 

The research is basically qualitative, with some small elements of qualitative methods, 

and hence it could be described as a triangulation. 

 

4.3.1. Research Methods  

The following sections will describe the research methods, philosophical assumptions 

and research skills that were used and how the research was carried out. 

 

4.3.2. Case Study 
A user study was carried out for the research. Case study research was chosen because of 

its nature of studying a contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context. According 

to Myers (Myers, 1997) a use case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries 

between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” 

4.3.3. Philosophical Assumptions 

The philosophical assumption for the user study was tinterpretive research. The user 

study attempted to understand the phenomenon of NFC payment and visibility vs. 

invisibility through the meanings that the users would assign to them. The focus was on 

the complexity of human sense making as the situation emerged. 

 

4.3.4. Research Skills 

The research skills that were used were observations, interview and text analysis of 
qualitative surveys. 
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The observations were used to discover aspects that participants might not be willing to 

talk about in interviews. In the user study of this thesis the passive observation technique 

was used. The intention was to study the users without disturbing them. 

 

A qualitative survey like the one in this user study could be seen as text analysis. The 

users filled out predefined qualitative survey and survey was later discussed. 

 

At last interviews were also used. The approach was more or less emotionalistic. The 

interviewees were given room to express themselves of how they felt and reacted on 

using the NFC technology in the user study. 

 

4.4. Summary 

In this chapter different research methods were described and discussed. Qualitative 

research methods were chosen for the user study and research techniques like 

observation, interviews and text analysis were used. 
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5. User Study with NFC Payment 
This chapter will present the user study conducted for this thesis and the NFC technology 

used in the study. 

 

5.1. User Study 
This user study was an essential part of the problem definition (chapter 1.2). The second 

problem statement required this. The findings from this user study were needed in the 

discussion (chapter 7) later. The study was designed in consideration with the theory 

(chapter 2). In accordance with the qualitative methods chosen (chapter 4), the research 

techniques were observations, interviews and surveys. 

 

5.2. Preliminary Field Study 

After discussing with external supervisor Juan Carlos Calvet Lopez at Telenor R&D it 

was decided to conduct the user study at Take Off coffee shop at Telenor Fornebu. But 

before that it was necessary to take a look at the field where the first part of the user study 

would be done. I talked with the employers at Take Off coffee shop and asked if they 

were interested in letting me have user study just outside their coffee shop. They seemed 

quite interested.  

 

I tried to get an idea of what kind of products they were selling, when the customers came 

and how the activity was, what kind of persons actually bought food at this coffee shop 

and their background. It was important to find the right time for having the user study. 

 

After talking with the employers and getting the information needed, I sat down and 

started taking notes. I found out that coffee, baguettes and cookies were the kind of 

products people bought most often. Most of the people were in the age between 25 and 

40. There were not so much else interesting related to my user study, but I noticed that 

there were some customers buying through MobilHandel.  
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The other part of the user study was going to be conducted at the University of Oslo with 

some students. This part was carried out at a study room at Vilhelm Bjerknes hus. The 

environment here was much more relaxed than the hectic coffee shop.  

 

5.3. How I planned to conduct the user study 

After doing the preliminary field study and after a discussion with Mona Hovland 

Jakobsen at Telenor R&D, it was decided that I would conduct the study in a combination 

of qualitative surveys, user tasks and interviews.  

 

There needed to be a broad range of informants for the study. Estimated time per 

informant was set to approximately 1 hour. Mona suggested 10 informants: 2 secretaries, 

2 cleaning staff, 2 scientists, 2 students, 2 canteen employees.  

 

5.4. User Study Design 

The user study was designed specially on the issue of visibility and invisibility of NFC 

payment. The users were divided into Group 1 and Group 2. They were given the same 

tasks, surveys and interviews. The user tasks were dived into two parts. In the first part 

the tasks were design so that NFC payment would appear as invisible as it could get. In 

the last task the NFC payment would appear more visible. 

   
 

The NFC phone was going to communicate with menus with different coffee shop items. 

When the phone would be moved over an item, the NFC phone would communicate with 
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a RFID-chip hidden behind the menu (Appendix E, Menu 1). The phone had a vibrating 

and lights blinking function that could be turned on and off. 

 

5.5. NFC and MobilHandel 

In the user study I had to use MobilHandel with NFC to be able to have a payment 

system. As mentioned earlier there is today no commercial equipment available to use the 

NFC phone with for payment. To be able to carry out the user study and to be able to give 

the users the experience of using NFC for payment, the combining of NFC with 

MobilHandel was the best alternative. 

 

MobilHandel is Telenor’s mobile-commerce service. It uses a mobile account which is 

independent of the mobile subscription and the bank account. The user tops up the 

account via Visa card and SMS. The MobilHandel service is not widely used, but it has 

been deployed in different domains like parking lots, soda vending machines and coffee 

shops. The NFC phone has a ServiceDiscovery function that allows the NFC phone to 

assign it to a desired RFID-chip. I used this function to assign several RFID-chips as 

different products at a coffee shop. I designed menus and manuals that were used in the 

tasks in the user study. A better description of the use of NFC is shown in Appendix C. 

 

 

5.6. Informants 
The informants, participants of the user study, had different professional backgrounds. 12 

persons were appointed for this study. 6 persons participated at the coffee shop at Telenor 

(Group 1), and 6 others at University of Oslo (Group 2). 5 of these were women and 7 

were men. The age ranged from 21 to 53. Professional backgrounds were canteen 

employees, military officer, engineers and secretaries. The idea was to gather informants 

with diverse background to see if the backgrounds effect the perceptions of people’s 

attitude and reactions towards the use of NFC.  
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The informants were divided into two groups. In accordance with one of the sub 

questions from the problem statement in chapter 1 it was essential to see if there were 

difference between the professionals and the students. The first group, which was called 

Group 1, was invited to participate for the user study held at Take Off coffee shop at 

Telenor, Fornebu. The second group, the Group 2, was invited to the user study which 

was held at Vilhelm Bjerknes hus at the University of Oslo. 

 

The informants from the first user study part (Group 1) were given reference numbers 

from A to F. The rest of the informants from the second part, the students (Group 2), 

were given reference numbers from H to M. G was not used. The reason for giving the 

informants these reference numbers was to sustain the confidentiality they were 

promised. 

 

5.7. How I actually carried out the user study 

It turned out that it wasn’t possible to carry out the user study completely as planned. 

Before stating with the user study in the field, I tested the qualitative surveys, user tasks 

and pair-interviews on some co-students at University of Oslos. I found out that the 

surveys were too time consuming and too inaccurately articulated. Some of the questions 

were even too leading. With some advice from Mona Jakobsen and feedback from the 

students, I rewrote the surveys and cut them down. Now it felt that I had a good survey. 

 

In addition I found out that maybe it won’t be necessary, or even unfortunate, to use 

photos and video recording. The feedback the test students gave me indicated that they 

felt uneasiness since they were being watched while they were doing the tasks and 

writing down things they did. I asked them if it would be better if video recorded their 

actions. Most of them responded that it would make things even worse with video 

recording. If they were to choose between my observations with taking notes, contrary 

video recording, they would prefer observation. The idea of taking photos also had to be 

cut out. I had planned to make sure for the participants that the user study would be 

treated confidentially. And since the feedback I already got about uneasiness with video 
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recording, made me decide to skip the photo camera as well. I wanted the participants to 

act as natural as possible and act as they would in real life. I wanted to reduce as much 

bias as possible. Already I was going to observe them, take note of their actions, the tasks 

were not 100 percent real-life. This issue is more deeply discussed in the chapter of 

method. 

 

It ended up with a User Study as follows: 
- Test users background:  2 secretaries (female), 2 engineers at Telenor (male), 1 student 

(male), 1 canteen worker (female) 

 

Survey material: 

- 3 sets of surveys related to the “test 1” and “test 2”. 

- Pair-interview survey set. 

- 2 sets of material for each “test”: Task sheet, menu, instruction manual. 

 

User study part 1 

Place: ”Take Off coffee shop” at Telenor Fornebu, building M 

Date: 24/3-2006 – Time: 1000-1400 – all the participants 

 

One hour of one day at Take Off coffee shop of week 12. 

Lend the test users a NFC mobile phone. 

Place RFID chips on self made menus with selected products. 

Observed the users behavior and got their feedback. 

 

User study part 2 

Place: “Vilhelm Bjerknes Hus” at University of Oslo 

Date: 28/3-2006 – Time: 1200-1330 – 2 participants 

Date: 29/3-2006 – Time: 1400-1800 – 4 participants 

Test users: All students: 2 female, 4 male. 

 

This is how I carried out the user study: 
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Task No Time Task description 
Task 1 5 min Survey 1: Test users fill out a questionnaire (survey) about 

their present way of payment; A description of how they 
buy their product, what they usually orders and with what 
methods (cash, credit card, MobilHandel or other).  

Task 2 20 min a) Exercise 1: test users use NFC (with NO 
lights/vibration) to pay for given products with 
invisible/hidden RFID-chip. 
b) Survey 2: test users fill out a new questionnaire about 
the new way of payment.  

Task 3 20 min a) Exercise 2: test users use NFC (WITH lights/vibration) 
to pay for the same products with visible RFID-chips 
b) Survey 3: test users fill out a new questionnaire about 
this new way of payment.  

Task 4 15 min Interviews  
 

 

5.8. NFC in use – Nokia 3220 

 The NFC Nokia 3220 phone looked just like an ordinary mobile phone at first sight. 

After some exploring with the phone, one will find a special mark on the backside of the 

phone. Under the backside shell the phone has a NFC-sensor that can read from or write 

information to a RFID-chip.  When the phone gets in near proximity of the RFID-chip the 

NFC phone starts communicating with the chip. This is also known as “touching” the 

RFID-chip with the NFC phone. 
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Nokia NFC shell SDK 
Nokia has developed a software development kit (SDK) for their NFC enabled mobile 

phones, Nokia 3220 (Nokia_NFC_Shell, 2005). It allows for custom development of 

MIDlets exploring the RF interface and back end system. It also provides the ability to 

store data on the smartMX chip included in the Nokia mobile phones with NFC 

capability. 

 

We can distinguish between two different versions of the Nokia 3220 NFC phone: The 

difference lies in the NFC Shell. Both versions include the Service Discovery application 

and information sharing functionalities. But the later version also includes an integrated 

smart card chip in the shell that enables mobile contactless payment and ticketing: mobile 

phone functions as a credit/debit card or for example as a bus ticket. 

 

For this thesis I had a Nokia 3220 NFC phone with only the Service Discovery 

application. It was considered not necessary to use the Nokia phone with payment and 

ticketing function. For one thing there were for the time being no available payment 

system to use it with, and besides that; I was going to use the Service Discovery function 

along with MobilHandel payment system by Telenor. 
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Services in reader mode 
When a NFC device operates as a reader it involves service discovery. The NFC device 

reads a tag and the tag’s data will be provided to invoke the offered service. Three 

services are currently available: 

 

1. Send an SMS 

2. Connect to an URL 

3. Call a number 

 

The following scenarios will describe possible usage of the different services: 

 

Scenario 1: Sending a SMS. 

Poster advertising for a new album can contain a RFID tag programmed so that the NFC 

device reading it automatically will send a SMS to request a ringtone from the album. By 

“touching” the poster with the mobile phone the SMS will automatically be generated 

and sent, and the ringtone will be sent in return. This provides an easy and user friendly 

way of using advanced services. 

 

Scenario 2: Connect to an URL 

A poster at a bus stop can be programmed with the position of the bus stop the URL of 

the bus company’s web site containing updated schedule information. When a mobile 

phone reads the tag in will automatically connect to the website by the use of GPRS and 

get the most recent schedule or traffic information. 

 

Scenario 3: Call a number 

A product can be tagged and programmed with the phone number to customer support. If 

a customer needs support he/she can just “touch” the tag and the phone will automatically 

dial the number to customer support. This is an easy way to provide customers with easy 

access to product support. 
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Services in card mode 
When an NFC device operates in card mode it provides stores data to an application 

reading the card. The following scenarios are some examples of the NFC device 

operating as a card: 

 

Scenario 1 : Ticketing 

The device can be used as an electronic ticket. The ticket can be bought online, trough 

invocation of the services offered to a NFC reader or transferred to the device at a place 

where regular tickets are sold. When the ticket is to be examined a reader will read the 

ticket stored in the device. 

 

Scenario 2 : Credit Card 

The device can work as a credit card operating in accordance to the standards the credit 

card issuers follows (i.e. Visa and MasterCard). 

 

Scenario 3 : Electronic Key 

The device can operate as an electronic key when the lock on the door is equipped with a 

compliant reader. At hotels this means that a customer’s NFC device can be enabled as 

the key to the hotel room for the length of the stay at check-in time. 

 

5.9. Summary 

The user study was conducted in two parts. Part 1 was done at Take Off coffee shop at 

Telenor Fornebu (Group 1) and second part was done with students at the University of 

Oslo (Group 2). The case is a user study carried out by studying 12 people with different 

age, gender and professional backgrounds, who used a Nokia 3220 with NFC shell to do 

some tasks with payment. Theories of Ubiquitous Computing were a basic part in the 

user study.  
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6. Findings and Analysis 
 

6.1. Survey 1 - Informants’ backgrounds and mobile 

phone usage 

 
Professionals vs. Students 
The average age for Group 1 was approximately 40 years, while the average age for 

Group 2 was 22 years. 

 

Even if there was nearly 20 years in average age difference between these groups, the 

average years of mobile phone usage was around the same. Group 1 had averagely used 

mobile phones for the past 8,5 years, while it was 6 years for the students in Group 2. 

 

The professional backgrounds were different in both groups. In Group 1 there was a 

military officer, a coffee shop worker, two secretaries and two engineers. Group 2 

consisted of students in psychology, sociology, IT and real estate from University of Oslo 

and from BI Norwegian School of Management. 

 

The genders were mixed in the both group. There were no clear differences in use. If 

there were differences between the genders, they weren’t noticable. 

 

The uses of the functions were about the same for both groups. Calling and SMS were the 

most used, although some from both groups also used MMS, WAP, reminders, calendar 

and so on. 
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 Group 1 Group 2 
Professional 
background 

Field: Military officer, coffee 
shop worker, secretaries, 
engineers 

Students: psychology, 
sociology, information 
technology, real estate 

Average age 40 years 22 years 
Gender 3 females, 3 males 2 females, 4 males 
Average years mobile 
phone usage 

8,5 years 6 years 

Most used mobile phone 
functions 

Calling, SMS 

Les used mobile phone 
functions 

MMS, WAP, reminder, calendar 

Figure 11: Professionals vs. Students 
 

 

Forgetting the Mobile Phone at Home 
To get an impression of how the impact of Ubiquitous Computing was on both groups 

today, they were asked how they would feel or react if they forget their mobile phone at 

home one day. Group 1 often expressed their concern of forgetting it in relation to work. 

Those who didn’t mention work expressed a feel of missing something as if it was a tool 

or referred to it as a piece of clothing, as informant A says: “I feel ‘naked’ without it”. 

While informant F comments: “I have my mobile phone attached to the belt, so there is 

no chance of forgetting it”. 

 

Group 2 had a different way of expressing their concerns if they forgot the phone at 

home. Here they mentioned stress, tension, feeling bad and feeling helpless. Most of 

them would even go back home to get it. The reason behind this was that anyone could 

call them or they could need it any time. 

 

On the question about what elements they thought were important in a payment 

transaction, there seemed to be a clear difference between the two groups. Group 1 

emphasized on functions like reliability, security, controllability and fast transaction. On 

the other hand the students were interested in receipts or summary of what they had paid 

and also the charges of using the payment method. 
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An interesting difference between the two groups was Group 1’s preference of using cash 

at places like coffee shop. On the other hand Group 2 was more willing to use both cash 

and credit card. In fact most of them would even prefer credit card rather than cash. 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
Reaction on forgetting 
mobile phone at home 

Feel of missing a tool 
Feel “naked” without it 

Stress/tension 
Feel helpless 
Would go home to get it 

Reasons behind the 
reactions 

Important for work Anyone could call 
Could need it anytime 

Important elements in 
payment transaction 

Reliability 
Security 
Controllability 
Fast transaction 

Receipts 
Cost 

Preferred means of 
payment at coffee shops 

Cash 
 

Credit cards 
Cash 

Figure 12: Forgetting the Mobile Phone at Home 
 

 

6.2. Observations after Task 1 

 
Group 1 
The majority in Group 1 had problems in the beginning with understanding how to use 

the NFC phone to “touch” the NFC-marks. The instructions sheet stated clearly what they 

had to do, but either they waited until they were shown how to move the NFC phone over 

the menu, or they took good time before they dared to try. Still many of them had to be 

explained twice about what they were going to do. There was clearly a sense of insecurity 

among several informants related to the fact that they were supposed to wave the NFC 

phone over an ordinary piece of paper. It looked as if they thought it was strange to do so. 

 

Invisible RFID 

Three persons asked twice to be sure that they were supposed to move the NFC phone 

over the menu sheet. They had problems realising how to move the phone over the NFC-

mark. It seemed like they didn’t understand the reason why they had to do this. One was 

very careful. She slowly moved the NFC phone over the NFC-mark. She seemed insecure 
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on what was happening. Seemed like she understood it all better when she was instructed 

to feel the menu, and she realized there was something behind the menu sheet. 

 

NFC-sensor 

Other informants had troubles understanding how to use the NFC phone. They didn’t 

understand that the phone had to be moved over the NFC-mark. They didn’t understand 

that the mark on the back of the NFC phone was the area to use. They got confused and 

thought the camera lens was the NFC sensor. Some also moved the mobile phone 

wrongly over the price marks and hit the wrong mark. 

 

Group 2 
This group was less reluctant in moving the NFC phone over the menu. They had 

problems to understand at first, but therefore they started exploring the phone and moving 

it up and down and on both the real menu and the menu on the user manual. Several of 

them didn’t understand that the NFC-mark on the back of the phone was the spot to direct 

towards the NFC-mark on the phone. Typically they had problems of hitting the NFC-

mark since they waved it randomly and inaccurately.  

 

6.3. Observations after Task 2 

 

Group 1 
This time Group 1 was looking a bit more confident. There was more determination on 

what to do. The mostly seemed to have understood the concept. It was clear that they felt 

more secure now. Most people noticed that there was difference in the instructions 

manual and the menu. They clearly showed that it was the visible chip that was to be 

“hit”. 

 

But there were some who actually thought that it was another application they were 

using. One informant said: “it seems like the program [application] is faster, is it another 

program now?” 
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But there were still problems in hitting the right chip. Now they had more idea of how to 

hit the chip, yet they seemed to be trying in different ways. Some actually laid the phone 

on the menu over the chip instead of moving it over the chip. They expected that 

something would happen at once. 

 

Group 2 
Close to no questions. They seemed confident and secure on what they were doing. 

Several of them clearly noticed the RFID-chips on the menu and moved the phone 

correctly over the desired chip that now was visible. Some laid the mobile phone on the 

RFID-chip, while others moved the phone a bit forth and back over the menu. But the 

common thing here was that all of them stopped moving the phone when it vibrated. 

At first some asked if it was an SMS message, since it vibrated in the same way. But then 

they realized it now vibrated every time they “hit” a RFID-chip. Although they could see 

the RFID-chips now, some also tried on NFC-marks that didn’t have RFID-chip. 

 

6.4. Survey 2 – Thoughts and ideas after Task 1 

The main idea behind survey 2 was to get the informants’ thoughts and views after doing 

task 1. The aim was to find out how the informants experienced NFC as a mean for 

payment. One question that was asked was related to if they had been experiencing any 

problems using it. There were also some more in depth question regarding the experience 

of using NFC as a payment method. 

 

Problems – Swiping the NFC Phone 
Interestingly on the question about experiencing any problems the problems were related 

to how the mobile phone was supposed to be swiped over the menu. They weren’t told 

that on the backside of the menu there were RFID-chips that the phone would 

communicate with. They were only told that the back of the phone needed to be swiped 

over the NFC marks on the menu. 
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There seemed to be confusion on which way the phone would be swiped; which physical 

side of the phone should face the menu, for how long the phone should be held over the 

NFC mark, and how to know that you were holding the right point on the phone over the 

right point on the menu. There were those who didn’t have any problems in this regard, 

but for those who did have problems there seemed to be confusion on how to swipe the 

the NFC phone over the NFC mark. Again here Group 1 and Group 2 had different kinds 

of problem.  

 

Those in Group 1 said that they had problem with understanding which physical part of 

the mobile phone was needed to be held over the NFC price mark. They admitted that 

they at first thought the camera lens was the spot on the mobile phone that was the sensor 

to communicate with the price menu.  

 

They suggested the NFC sensor should be put somewhere else on the phone. Besides this 

they suggested the NFC marks to be bigger or in bigger distance so it would be less risk 

of hitting the wrong mark. Informant C had some interesting comments: 

“[I think there] should be larger distance between the marks. And the sensor on 

the phone should be on the top…” 

 

She also says: 

“[It] was hard to find the right point/mark. The price marks are too close. It says 

“swipe the phone”, but it doesn’t work that way. I had to hold it over the mark for 

at least a second.” 

 

Group 2 had different problem. They said that they either swiped the NFC phone too fast 

or they were being too careful and therefore perhaps never actually got near the NFC 

mark. 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
Problems Which physical part is sensor? 

Though camera lens was sensor 
NFC marks were too close 

Some swiped too fast 
Some were too careful 
 

Figure 13: Problems – Swiping the NFC Phone 
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How did the NFC Phone know which Item you Wanted? 
While doing the Task 1 the informants were told to touch the menu and feel the NFC 

mark. The purpose was to make them start thinking that there was something under the 

menu that perhaps communicated with the mobile phone. But not everybody thought of 

this aspect. This question gave quite varying answers on the survey. Approximately half 

of them had a perception about some computer chip or radio signals connecting with the 

mobile phone when they were explicitly asked. They referred to the technology under the 

menu as “button”, “magnet” or “price [tag]”. One even referred to “some special signals 

inside the phone”. Both Group 1 and Group 2 had the similar results on this. 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
Communication between 
mobile phone and menu 

Computer chips 
Radio signals 

Technology under the 
menu 

“Buttons” 
“Magnet” 

“Price [tag]” 
Figure 14: How did the NFC Phone know which Item you Wanted? 
 

 

Viewpoints for using NFC Payment 
On the question on whether they would use it on a regular basis if they were given the 

opportunity, almost all expressed that they would. Their general motivations for using 

NFC payment were: 

- convenient 
 if used everyday, e.g. on bus/transit 
 convenient if cash/credit card is forgotten at home 
 can skip queue  
 it will become common (in future) like credit card 

- new 
 fun to use 
 exciting with new things 

 

There seemed not to be any special differences in the two groups. Both groups seemed 

positive towards the technology. But Group 1 tended to have conditions regarding if they 

were to use it: 
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- it has to be secure enough 
- depends on the cost of using it 
- if it was close to problem free 

 

Only two were clear on that he wouldn’t use this method of payment, unless in 

emergency cases or if there were provided better reasons or arguments for using it. They 

were from Group 2. The male informant (L) who was against this method said he 

preferred to use cash and credit card for the time being. The female (K) who was negative 

towards using NFC for payment said: 

 “[I] don’t fully know this paying method yet, but if I would use it, then I would 

need more good reasons for why this payment method is better than the usual.” 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
Reason for using it Convenient 

New 
Conditions for using Should be secure enough 

Should be low cost of using it 
Should be close to problem 
free 
 

 

Reasons for not using it  Prefer cash and credit 
card for now 
Need more pros 

Figure 15: Viewpoints for using NFC Payment 
 

 

Their own Description of this Payment Method 
 

- How would you explain this payment method to your friend? 

The idea behind this question was to get a feel of the informants’ perception of the 

method of payment. To be able to describe to their friends of this new technology, they 

needed to have own understanding.  

 

Although Group 1 and Group 2 had concerns either regarding receipt or security issues, 

both groups would describe NFC payment mostly in positive manners to their friends. 

There seemed to be two types of descriptions. Group 1 emphasized descriptions of 
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convenience (nice, good, easy, effective, recommendation). While Group 2 referred to it 

mostly as exciting (new, modern, cool, fun) 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
How they described the 
payment method 

Convenient: 
Nice 
Good 
Easy 
Effective 
Recommendable 

Exciting: 
New 
Modern 
Fun 
Cool 

Figure 16: Their own Description of this Payment Method 
 

 
Time-saving or Time-consuming? 
The participants were also asked if they felt this technology could help them saving time, 

or if they thought it would take longer time using this technology rather than current cash 

or credit card methods. 

 

The general view seems to be that there’s little confidence in NFC payment being time-

saving. The impression seems to be that it could be time-saving if the dependencies are 

overcome: 

- if the system is good enough 
- if NFC-customers can skip queues 

 

In such case Group 1 and Group 2 both seemed to thinks it could be time-saving because: 

- they won’t need queues 
- they won’t need to find the cash or credit card from pockets 
- cashier won’t need to change money 

 

There were those who were skeptical to this technology: 

- “I’m a bit sceptical about the time-saving. I don’t think there is much time-saving 
reward for people in the hurry. It’s faster with cash. And you never know when 
the network would break down” (informant C). 

- It could be successful, just like credit cards, but credit card is faster. 
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 Group 1 Group 2 
Time saving? Yes, could be time-saving if… 

 
Dependencies …the system is good enough 

…NFC-customers can skip queues 
Reasons for time-saving Won’t need queues 

Won’t need to find the cash or credit card from pockets 
Cashier won’t need to change money 

Figure 17: Time-saving or Time-consuming? 
 
 

6.5. Survey 3 – Thoughts and Idea after Task 2 

Survey 3 was basically the same as Survey 2 with some modifications. Survey 2 was 

done right after each informant had done Task 1. In the same way Survey 3 was done 

right after Task 2. Task 1 and Task 2 were similar. The main difference was that in Task 

1 the lights and vibration function on the NFC mobile phone was turned off, while in 

Task 2 these functions were turned on. The RFID tags were hidden behind the menu in 

Task 1, but in Task 2 they were placed visibly in the front of the menu. Besides this Task 

2 had given the informants the opportunity to choose one item they could use to buy a 

product in real. 

 

The most relevant questions were concerning the menu, the experience of use of NFC for 

payment and at last questions about if they noticed any difference between Task 1 and 

Task 2. 

 

Experience of using NFC-Payment now 
Group 1 mostly thought that NFC payment was easier now because they had done the 

task before and knew it better. There were also some who thought the “system” was 

better now and therefore perhaps easier. Otherwise the rest of them thought it was just the 

same as the previous one. 

 

In Group 2 they mostly had the same impression that it was easier because they were now 

familiar with the concept. But besides that some of them mentioned that it was easier 
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because the vibration was on this time and perhaps made task 2 easier in the sense of 

knowing if the right tag was hit. 

 

 Group 1  Group 2 
Same as previous  Experience 
Easier now 
 Vibration made it easier Reason 

Have done the task before 
Figure 18: Experience of using NFC-Payment now 
 

 

Comments about the Menu 
Here more than half of the people said they thought the menu was good as it was. The 

answers were more or less the same for both groups. Some thought it initially was a bit 

confusing this time, but otherwise it was fine.  

 

There were two suggestions that the RFID-chip area should be better marked and that the 

distance between the RFID-chips should be bigger. A contradicting comment in this 

section was from informant C that it didn’t matter if the chip was hidden or not: 

 

“The chip could just as well have been hidden.” 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
Comment about the 
menu 

Ok 
 

Suggestions Bigger distance between the RFID-chips 
 

“The chip could just as well have been hidden.” 
Figure 19: Comments about the Menu 
 
 
 

Task 1 vs. Task 2: Experienced Differences 
Both groups got the impression that Task 2 was faster than Task 1. Surprisingly two from 

each group claimed that they didn’t notice any special difference between the two tasks. 

But the rest seemed to have noticed some differences. Two persons from each group felt 
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that the last task was faster or easier. Some even felt more confident. Rest of them 

noticed other differences. Group 1 noticed that the RFID was visible now.  

 

“I liked the last task. It had more visible marks.” 

-- Informant D 

 

Group 2 mentioned the vibration and blinking lights when they touched the NFC-phone 

with a RFID-chip. 

 

Informant L said: 

“In Task 2 there were vibration and light on the phone when I got contact with 

the chip. And the chip was visible now. […] I got better response from the mobile 

phone when I got contact.” 

 

 Group 1  Group 2 
Differences Visible RFID-chip Vibration 

Blinking lights 
 

 

Concerns with this Payment Method 
 

After Survey 2 

There seemed to be a bit concern about the summary or receipt for the payments. Group 2 

had most concern for this. They missed this functionality as they wanted to have a better 

account of their own spending and how much their expenses were of using this method. 

Otherwise they had nothing against this method of payment. Instead some even called it 

exciting and fun: 

“No, it works fine. And since it’s a new technology it’s fun to use. Challenging” 

 

Group1 didn’t have any clear preferences on this issue, but some of them seemed 

concerned about the security issue. Assurance of security was an issue for two of the 
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informants. One person from Group 1 wanted a prompt for confirmation of selected item 

and price before starting the transaction.  

 

Another was concerned about what would happen if the mobile phone’s battery was 

emptied. There was also a complaint about too much delay before the mobile phone reads 

the product order (RFID-chip). Two other participants missed the traditional way of 

buying a product where you have communication with a salesperson. Informant A puts it 

like this: 

“Technology is taking over the world!” 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
Concerns with this 
Payment Method 
 
 

Security issues 
Prompt for confirmation 
Too much delay 
Missing traditional way of 
buying a product 

Receipt 
Cost of using 

Figure 20: Concerns After Survey 2 
 

 

After Survey 3 

Again there seemed to be the same concerns for the two groups as in the previous task. 

Group 1 focused on the security issues. They were generally concerned for the security 

regarding the account balance connected with payment method. 

As before, Group 2 wanted a receipt for their billings. 

 

 Group 1 Group 2 
Concerns with this 
Payment Method 

Security issues regarding 
money balance 

Receipt 

Figure 21: Concerns After Survey 3 
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6.6. Interviews 

 

Mobile Phone - Centre of Attention vs. Periphery of Attention 
Group 1 thought that the mobile phone was in their centre of attention every time there 

were incoming calls or SMS messages. Otherwise they didn’t think much about it and 

thus it mostly remained in the periphery of attention. Their minds were free from the 

mobile phone when it wasn’t in use. 

 

Other similar technologies that moved between centre and periphery of attention were 

alarm clock, e-mail, credit card, keys and TV. If any of these stopped working or got lost, 

it caused great frustration. 

 

For Group 2 it was generally the same regarding the phone getting into the centre of 

attention when there was an incoming call or message. But one big difference tended to 

be that this group kept thinking of the mobile phone even if they were not using it or had 

put it away. The reason for this was that they kept thinking that they might get a message 

from any one at any time. Besides this they often were expecting a call so they checked 

the mobile all the time. They admitted that they were almost constantly thinking about it 

even if they had put it away. 

 

For Group 2 there were no other technologies that could compare to the mobile phone in 

the sense of their mind being on it all the time. But transport, TV and credit card seemed 

to be things that caused frustration if they didn’t work. 

 

Ubiquitous Computing - Visible or Invisible Technology? 
Group 1 mostly thought that ubiquitous computing and technology was “visible” when it 

was new in its context. Also they said they didn’t think of the technology that they were 

used to see everyday; it would have become “invisible” to them. Only when it 

malfunctioned (e.g. TV breaks down) or they had to interact with it (e.g. tune in the TV), 

then they thought of it as a ubiquitous technology. 
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“Technologies are actually everywhere, but they have become a habit, I see them 

all the time so I don’t think about them. Everything is actually invisible – only 

when it’s new then it’s visible for me. 

-- Informant A 

 

Another informant comments: 

It gives pleasant feeling if technology invisibly can please us. It is visible when 

you have to interact with technology or when it’s out of order. 

-- Informant E 

 

Group 2 didn’t have such uniform idea of visible technology, but the general theme here 

was that most technologies they used seemed “invisible” to them.  

 

Transport, mobile phone, watch, TV, radio, stereo system, kitchen equipment… 

We use them everyday without ever really thinking about them as ubiquitous 

technologies. 

-- Informants J and K 

 

But also here there were views that technologies are invisible until they stop working. 

 

“Invisible technologies are better. I don’t need to think of them. Invisible technologies 

are often things like air condition, escalator, electricity, announcement systems at train 

station etc. These are all important, but you don’t think about them until they start 

working or stop working. “You never miss the water until it’s gone.” 

-- Informant M 

 

Some even didn’t want to be aware of everything around them: 

“Don’t want to be aware of everything. New things gets developed all the time, 

it’s nice when you’re not forced to know the previous technology.” 

-- Informant I 
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NFC Payment Method - Visible vs. Invisible 
The experience of using the NFC payment for Group 1 was that there were aspects with 

NFC payment that made them think of it as both invisible and visible technology. Its 

invisibility was based on the fact that there was communication between a mobile phone 

and the RFID-chips (or even with a sheet of paper). Most of them couldn’t fully 

understand that the phone was exchanging radio wave signals with the RFID-chips. They 

couldn’t see any sensor on the phone, just a NFC-mark. On the other side the NFC 

payment was a visible technology to them because it was new and interesting. Besides 

this the RFID-chips and a mobile phone that had to be aimed in right direction, made 

them aware that this was a different way of payment. 

 

For Group 2 it was clear that the technology wasn’t invisible, but visible because it was 

so new and different that it made them think about it and contemplate of how it worked. 

Thus, if they were thinking about it, then it wasn’t invisible for them. 

 

Interestingly only one stated another reason:  

“I had to hold the mobile phone over the menu, and when there was connection 

then it vibrated and lights were blinking.”  

-- Informant M 

 

The only aspect that was invisible to them was the fact that the mobile phone 

communicated with a chip hidden behind a sheet of paper. 

 

“Ubiquitous technology makes the everyday life easier?” 
Group 1 mostly expressed that they felt that ubiquitous technologies and computing made 

life easier. The impression here was that this group emphasized on the practical benefits 

of technology. Both organizations and ordinary people were mentioned as the ones who 

benefited. There was faster development in the society and efficiency in organizations. 

For ordinary people it was easier to do many things simultaneously; washing machine, 

internet, alarm on mobile phone, music, radio, PC at work, entrance cards etc.  
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“Life is full of technology: we have mobile phone to communicate with 

colleagues, we have PC at work to make the job done effectively, and we can buy 

food with credit card without needing to bring a lot of cash and change.”  

-- Informant F 

 

Even if they thought technology was important, they weren’t totally dependent on it. The 

impression here was that they could manage without it. Most of them had seen the world 

before all the today’s technological inventions, and they didn’t think it would be problem 

to go back again. 

 

“I could manage without mobile phone, hairdryer, credit cards... We elderly can 

manage without technology.” 

-- Informant D 

 

But there were those who thought ubiquitous computing sometime made life more 

complicated than easier, especially for elderly. It often makes us lazy. Nevertheless it 

sometimes takes more time than to save time. 

 

 

Group 2 also felt that technology was for the good cause, they even called it necessary. 

Some commented that they couldn’t think of life without technology around them: 

Earlier they could manage with what they had. For us isn’t technology something 

new. But we youngsters can not manage without it. 

-- Informant L 

 

Communication and transport seemed to be the most important aspect for this group. 

Mobile phones and PC let them keep contact with family and friends. Subways, buses, 

trains and cars transport them each day to universities, part time jobs or to friends. They 

also said technology made it easy for them to find information or books on the internet. 

They mentioned electronic payment methods as simpler and faster and secure. The 
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traditional wallet with cash was getting less necessary. Cooking was also depended on all 

the ubiquitous electronic kitchen equipments. 

 

“Lights, alarm, subway, mobile phones… Everything in daily life depends on 

technology.” 

-- Informant L 

 

Group 2, in contrast with Group 1, felt that it was hard to manage without technology.  

 

Once you have used technology, you don’t want to go back.  

-- Informant H 

 

They said that they were so used to it that it would take time to get used to living without 

it. Transport and communication through mobile phone were the technologies most 

difficult to live without. 

 

Also on this issue there were those with the view that Ubiquitous Computing made some 

things slower or difficult; computer virus and loosing of the credit card could give 

dangerous consequences. Some even thought a lot of the technologies around us were 

unnecessary: 

There are a lot of unnecessary “thingies”. There is no problem in using cash as 

payment method – NFC payment seems like a way of making more money on 

something unnecessary.   

-- Informant M 

 

This aspect of the research was somewhat out of the scope for the main research issues 

and problem definition. The findings came from the pair-interviews where the informants 

were given a free hand to explain their own experiences and thoughts around the use of 

NFC payment. These issues will not be discussed further. The findings are interesting and 

could be explored further in a later research. 
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6.7. Summary 

 
This chapter showed the possibility of categorizing the two user groups in this research 

study. The groups tend to have strong differences in user needs, but they also have some 

conforming requirements for a good ubiquitous technology. Through the findings from 

surveys, observations and pair-interviews we have seen how both user groups reacted 

differently on using NFC payment with both invisible and visible elements.  
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7. Discussion 
 

In this chapter the reason why the categorizing of the two groups is useful and the two 

user groups experienced the idea of NFC payment appearing as visible or invisible, will 

be discussed. 

 

7.1. Difference in User Experience 

 
As seen in the findings the professional background and age for the two groups were 

quite different. Group 1 consisted of more experienced people, both age wise and 

professionally. Group 2 consisted of young students. At the same time it is important to 

notice that none of these groups were homogeneous. They were intentionally put together 

with different genders and backgrounds. The idea was to be able to conclude that these 

groups can be seen as two categories of users and that their user experience regarding 

Ubiquitous Computing and NFC payment can be differentiated. 

 

Several different ways of categorizing of users can be done and this research showed that 

Group 1 and Group 2 is one way of doing it. Except for age and professional 

backgrounds, both groups had similar user pattern for a Ubiquitous Computing device 

like mobile phones.  

 

Similar Mobile Phone Usage Patterns 
Having in mind the theoretical perspectives of Ubiquitous Computing from chapter 2, we 

can safely say that mobile phones are an example of Ubiquitous Computing. The NFC 

technology combined with mobile phones would even strengthen this assumption as we 

saw in chapter 3 about the NFC technology. The findings showed that both groups have 

been using mobile phones frequently for a relatively long time. They used mostly the 

same functions on the phone and they were quite familiar with it. 
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A clear difference was seen on their reactions if they forgot the mobile phone at home. 

Group 1 had a more pragmatic attitude if this happened. They would generally feel they 

missed a tool for work purpose, a useful purpose. Group 2 didn’t have this preference. 

They had a more extreme reaction. They expressed rather a need for it or a strong 

dependency on it. 

 

Early Adopters, Pragmatic Adopters and Late Adopters 
The overall impression from the surveys, pair-interviews and observations of both 

groups’ use of NFC payment, is that there is one clear difference in what they think is an 

important aspect with Ubiquitous Computing; 

- Group 1 would use Ubiquitous Computing if it is convenient or useful, while 

- Group 2 would prefer it simply because it is new and exciting. 

 

This was clear on the issue of what they thought were important elements in a payment 

transaction. Group 1 wanted reliability, security, controllability and fast transaction. This 

conforms to Norman’s categorization of users where Pragmatic Adopters (chapter 2.1) of 

a technology seek for dimensions like reliability, maintenance and cost. What is 

important for these users is that they need to know whether the new technology is 

stabilized so that it can actually deliver its promise. But Group 1 didn’t only have 

demands for a payment method conforming to Pragmatic Adopters. They also had 

demands for dimensions that a Late Adopter or Conservative buyer would want. 

Convenience or usefulness of a technology was a clear property which Group 1 wanted 

with the technology. 

 

Group 2 on the other hand had other demands. With a payment transaction they 

emphasized the importance of getting a receipt for the purchase and to know what the 

charges was of using this payment method. This aspect also conforms to Norman’s view 

of a Pragmatic Adopter. But as mentioned before this group also at a tendency of wanting 

the ubiquitous technology simply because it was new or exciting, thus this group could 

also be characterized as Early Adopters. 
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The same patterns were also seen when both groups were asked about conditions for 

using the technology, when they were asked to describe the technology in their own 

words and when they were asked to tell about their concerns or things they missed with 

the payment system.  

 

Group 1’s conditions for using the technology were stated by the dimensions like secure 

system, low cost, and the system should be close to problem free. A secure system is a 

quality which is somewhat related to the reliability dimension and a close to problem free 

system is very closely linked to the maintenance dimension, which is property under the 

Pragmatic Adopters section. When they described the payment method in their own 

words they referred to it with dimensions like nice, good, easy, effective and 

recommendable, which can be put under the term convenience, thus a property the Late 

Adopters had. Their overall concerns with this technology were more or less the about 

the same; security issues and cost issues. 

 

For the same questions and issues, Group 2 had the same pattern as mentioned earlier. 

They didn’t have any special conditions for using the system. They described it as an 

exciting system. They used terms like new, modern, fun and cool. Their concerns were 

about the receipts and the costs. 

 

Overall, we can say that Group 1 and Group 2 had both strong characteristics as 

Pragmatic Adopters, but on each side they also had a strong tendency towards Late 

Adopters and Early Adopters respectively. 

 

Important dimensions for: Group 1 Group 2 
Early Adopters  New 
Pragmatic Adopters Reliability 

Cost  
Maintenance 

Cost 
Receipt 

Late Adopters Convenience  
Figure 22: Important dimensions for Group 1 and Group 2 
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Deviations 
There wasn’t always a clear line between the two groups. When both groups were told to 

list up reasons for using NFC payment system, they both listed up dimensions related to 

convenience and to the technology being new. This was interesting since it seemed to be 

a clear line between them.  

 

Also on the issues of reasons for not using it there were deviations. As we saw earlier 

Group 2 focused on the technologies’ new functions, as an Early Adopter, or on the cost 

of use, as a Pragmatic Adopter. But under the reasons for not using the technology they 

stated that they preferred cash and credit card for now. They also mentioned that they 

would need more pros. This contradicts their earlier views about the technology being 

new and exciting. 

 

Sum up 
According to Norman the Early Adopters have the most inclination of accepting a new 

technology in an early stage of its lifecycle, while Pragmatic Adopters would need longer 

time before they start using it. Late Adopters wait until the technology becomes mature. 

The young informants in the Group 2 seems to be somewhere between the Early 

Adopters or Pragmatic Adopter’s stage. They want to use the technology when it’s very 

new as long as the cost and receipt dimensions are taken into account. On the other hand 

the more mature Group 1 could fit somewhere between the characteristics of Pragmatic 

Adopter and Late Adopter. This group expects dimension like reliability, low cost, 

maintenance and convenience.  

 

Although there seemed to be a pattern between the two groups in how they reacted 

towards using ubiquitous technology like NFC payment and what they felt about it, there 

were also deviant and contradictory results in this matter.  
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We can conclude from this that even if the groups tend to be quite different in their 

attitude towards Ubiquitous Technology in the first place, they may have similar interests 

in some issues related to the same subject. The groups can be seen as a general way of 

dividing the users, but it is not a perpetual grouping. Nonetheless, this way of grouping is 

central for rest of the discussion. Since we now have a better understanding of the users, 

we can now discuss how NFC payment appears as either a visible or invisible technology 

for the users in the research. 

 

 

7.2. Visible in use vs. Invisible in use 

 

As we recall from chapter 2 a central topic in Ubiquitous Computing and the related 

theories is that good technologies appears as either visible or invisible, shift between 

center and periphery of attention, depending on the context. There is a belief that a good 

and human friendly computing technology is at its best when it is “invisible” and faded 

into the background or the periphery until it moves to the foreground, the centre of 

attention, only when it is activated. Invisibility in use, routine invisibility, cease to be 

aware of the technology, take technology for granted are all a part of the idea that 

ubiquitous technology should not take more attention from the user than it’s needed. 

 

The following chapters will discuss the findings (chapter 6), in the light of the above 

stated theories. We will see that this thesis shows some of the same patterns as in the 

theory, but also some contradicting results. 

 

Center vs. Periphery of Attention 
The findings from the interview with Group 1 show that they usually didn’t think much 

about the mobile phone in their daily lives. Their minds were free from the phone when 

they weren’t using it. But at the moment they got an incoming call or SMS, the phone 

immediately moved to the center of their attention. In accordance with Weiser’s theory of 

Ubiquitous Computing it remained in the background, in the periphery of their attention 
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until it was needed or it was activated. Then it moved from the periphery of attention to 

the center of attention. Group 1’s pattern of use of the mobile phone was also in 

accordance with Ishii’s and Ulmer’s interpretations of Ubiquitous Computing. They 

argued that people usually tend to be subconsciously and constantly receiving various 

kinds of information from the periphery without attending to it explicitly. But if 

something unusual happens then the technology immediately come to the center of 

attention as the mobile phone did for Group 1. 

 

This wasn’t the case for Group 2. Their experience was that they often kept thinking of 

the mobile phone even if they were not using it or had put it away. They couldn’t manage 

to let the phone move to the periphery of their attention. This was the opposite of how 

Group 1 experienced. In Group 2’s case the mobile phone didn’t shift between the center 

and periphery of attention. The user needs were simply different between these groups. 

Group 2 had an urge to be available all the time because they might get a message from a 

friend or was expecting a call. 

 
Task in the Center, NFC in the Periphery 
There was one situation where both groups had similar results regarding center and 

periphery of attention. They were asked how they thought the NFC phone communicated 

with the menu. One clear point here was that neither of the groups thought much about 

the technology the payment method was based on. It can be assumed that they were 

focusing so much on the user tasks that technological aspects were set aside. If this is 

true, then NFC technology was in the periphery of the informants’ attention, while the 

task was in the center. But when they were asked this question in the survey, and thus 

forced to think about it, they managed to explain some vague ideas on how it worked.  

 

Visible vs. Invisible NFC Sensor and RFID-chips 
One of the main theoretical issues used in the user study has been the technologies’ 

ability to appear as visible or invisible for the users. In the user study we saw that both 

users groups were given to do the same two sets of assignments with similar but yet 
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different tasks. In the first assignment the tasks were done with hidden, “invisible”, 

RFID-chip and with no clear visible signs of the NFC technology. 

 

A difference in how the two user groups reacted differently to this aspect was noticed. 

Through observations of the users and their feedback from the survey it was clear that 

Group 1 had more problems in Taks 1 where the NFC technology was mostly invisible. 

The only sign of the NFC technology was the NFC mark on the backside of the phone 

that was to be pointed at a menu with NFC price marks. The task wasn’t so easy to 

understand for everybody in this group. They seemed discomforted to this. The camera 

lens on the phone was mistaken for being the NFC sensor. The NFC marks on the menu 

seemed to be too close so that wrong item was chosen. There was clear sense of 

insecurity among the informants of this group. But this state of emotion seemed to ease 

up a bit when they were told to touch the menu and feel the NFC marks, which were the 

RFID-chips. In Task 2 the same group showed more confidence. Here the RFID-chips 

were visible. The feedback on the survey showed that Group 1 would prefer to know 

better where the NFC sensor was on the phone, or that it was placed somewhere more 

intuitive like on the top, and the NFC marks should have been with greater distance. In 

the case of Group 1 it could be said that the invisibility of the technology created 

problems for them, instead of making things easier. 

 

The situation described above contradicts in some way Weiser’s vision of invisible 

computers (chapter 1.2) where the idea is that the tool should “not intrude your 

consciousness; you focus on the task, not the tool”. But this didn’t work well for Group 1 

in Task 1. As we saw earlier for both groups the technological aspects were in the 

periphery of attention until they were forced to center of attention when they were asked 

about the issue. Focus on the task, not the tool, should have made the tasks easier, but for 

Group 1 it in instead created insecurity and problems of doing the task. This perhaps 

shows that it is not always a good idea to make the technology invisible. 

 

In the case of Group 2 they didn’t have problems at this extent in Task 1. They too had 

problems pointing the NFC phone on the menu in the correct way, but it was another kind 
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of issue. In Task 2 they clearly felt an easiness of use because of the visible RFID-chips 

that made it easier to know where to point the NFC phone at. Also the phone vibrated and 

blinked with lights when it “touched” a RFID-chip so the user knew when to stop waving 

the phone. Clearly, visibility at some extent was an advantage for the users. Group 1 

didn’t mention any notice of this aspect. 

 

Not everybody needed the same extent of visibility. Task 2 seemed to be well accepted 

because the RFID-chips was visible and the NFC phone vibrated and the lights blinked. 

But this wasn’t always the case. There were some who thought it didn’t matter if the 

RFID-chips were visible or hidden behind the menu: “The chip could just as well have 

been hidden.” The reason behind this isn’t known, but it could be assumed that the user 

didn’t experience problems while doing the task, and therefore it wasn’t necessary to 

make it even easier or more visible. This shows that users’ perception of what is good 

and bad technologies are based on the experience with the specified technology and 

situational context. 

 
Task 1 vs. Task 2  
In the interviews both groups were asked how they experienced the NFC payment 

technology, and what aspects made the technology appear as visible or invisible.  

 

Both groups seemed to be clear that it was a visible technology that was in the center of 

their attention. The technology itself was new and therefore it made them think about it. 

For Group 1 this statement was somewhat in contradiction to what was observed about 

them. But they said the problems with aiming the NFC phone at the RFID-chips made 

them aware of the technology and thus it was visible. For Group 2 their statement 

conformed to the characteristic of an Early Adopter that they tend to notice new 

technology and urge for it. This made them aware of the technology and hence it was 

visible. Something more visible with this technology for Group 2 was the vibration and 

blinking of light in Task 2. Nevertheless, also Group 2 seemed to sense some invisible 

elements with NFC payment. They didn’t fully understand how the NFC phone 

communicated with the menu when the RFID-chip was hidden. 
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From this we could perhaps say that the conception of visibility and invisibility is not so 

easy to categorize. It seemed to depend on the situation and context whether the 

informants felt that the technology was visible or invisible. 

 

 

Routine Invisibility 
The issue of invisibility is not only computing devices being invisible of sight or 

perceptual invisibility. According to Tolmie et al (chapter 1.7) a more valuable path is 

thinking of invisibility in use. The idea here is that as you do a task regularly or routinely 

the task will become a routine that you don’t think about and it becomes unremarkable. 

This aspect was seen in the survey where the groups were asked about the differences in 

the two tasks. There were some informants from both the groups that didn’t notice any 

special difference in the tasks. The blinking lights and vibration wasn’t noticed. The 

informants didn’t feel any difference or help. 

 

Later some informants mentioned that they thought the vibration was a SMS so they 

didn’t attend to it and carried on with the tasks. This conforms to Tolmies’ theory of 

routine invisibility. Vibration on mobile phones has become so routine, so regular that the 

informants didn’t feel this as something new related to NFC technology. The backside of 

this was that they didn’t relate the vibration to the “touching” of the chip with the phone. 

Hence the purpose of the vibration was gone. The function of vibration has in beforehand 

become routine and is invisible to the users. 

 

Cease to be aware of the Technology 
Another form of invisibility that was noticed among the users was the ideas of Calm 

Computing (chapter 1.3) about people ceasing to be aware of the technology when they 

learn something sufficiently well. This happens when the computing device has merged 

with the human environment and vanished into the background or periphery of attention. 

Only when we cease to be aware of the computing technology in this sense, then “we are 

freed to use them without thinking and so to focus beyond them on new goals”. 
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Here Group 1 said the technology was visible to them when it was new in its context. But 

if they were used to see any technology everyday, then it would become invisible to 

them. One example they gave was the TV. It was invisible, ubiquitous technology since it 

was an integrated part of their lives. It had merged with their everyday environment and 

they had ceased to be aware of its existence as a technology. It had perhaps become a 

“natural” part of the living room. The only time they thought of the TV as a technology 

was when it broke down or malfunctioned. Then the TV got into the center of their 

attention and it became visible. 

 

Group 2 had similar perception about this. Their view was that technologies generally 

had become invisible to them. It had become a habit not to think of it as technology but a 

natural tool in their daily life. They had been using all kinds of ubiquitous technologies 

for several years and perhaps had ceased to be aware of how much technology they were 

surrounded with. Maybe this was a natural progression of “learning something 

sufficiently well”. The technology was taken for granted and so it moved into the 

background as Norman puts it (chapter 1.1). On the other hand, just like Group1, Group 2 

also felt that technologies appeared as invisible to them until they stopped working. As 

we saw in the findings, one informant put it very well: 

 

“Invisible technologies are better. I don’t need to think of them. Invisible 

technologies are often things like air condition, escalator, electricity, 

announcement systems at train station etc. These are all important, but you don’t 

think about them until they start working or stop working… You never miss the 

water until it’s gone.” 
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Summary 
We have seen how it seemed useful to categorize Group 1 and Group 2 to discuss the 

issues of visibility and invisibility of technologies in general and NFC phone especially.  

 

We have seen how different aspects of the NFC technology can be viewed differently by 

the users. It was not possible to conclude with any strict grouping of what kind of users 

preferred visible or invisible technology. In some situations it seemed as if the NFC 

technology would be beneficial if it had clear and visible elements with it. But this issue 

wasn’t quite that simple or uniform. There were different answers in different situations. 

Group 1 and Group 2 had similar experiences with the NFC phone in some contexts, but 

could have opposite results in other situations. Even the groups internally had different 

views. 
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8. Conclusion 
This thesis focused on the user experience of NFC payment in Ubiquitous Computing 

context. Through three problem statements it has been shown several possibilities that 

NFC payment and similar technologies can bring. Through the user study findings were 

collected which was used in the discussion about NFC payment and invisibility vs. 

visibility. 

 

As we recall from the instruction chapter, the problem statements were: 

 

- Describe the possibilities that emerge with NFC as a payment method. 

- Conduct a user study of NFC as a payment method 

- Discuss how NFC payment appears as visible or invisible technology for the 

users in the user study. 

 

Different possibilities with NFC payment methods were described in chapter 3. 

Contactless transactions, make electronic purchases at stores or vending machines were 

some mentioned. It could also be used as transit passes or boarding passes. Other uses of 

NFC were access of digital content from advertisement boards, connecting devices with a 

single “touch” and simplified setup of longer range network protocols such as Bluetooth 

and Wi-FI. 

 

The users in the user study were described and a pattern among the users was discovered. 

It was discussed how the users could be categorized in two groups and how their different 

perceptions were of using NFC payment. The two user groups in the user study could be 

defined, in accordance with Norman’s views (Norman, 1998) about Early Adopters 

(Group 2) or Late Adopters (Group 1), but both groups also had tendencies towards 

Pragmatic Adopters. This deflected in the findings from the users study. With the 

consideration of the categorizing of these two groups, there was discussed about NFC 

payment and how the two user groups experienced visibility and invisibility of NFC 

payment. Different related issues as center and periphery of attention, routine invisibility, 
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and ceasing to be aware of the technology, were some aspects from theories like 

Ubiquitous Computing, Calm Computing and Unremarkable Computing that were used 

in the discussion. The discussion couldn’t conclude with a uniform pattern of the users’ 

experiences. Whether the NFC payment appeared as visible or invisible for any of the 

user group seemed to be highly depended on the situation and context. Sometimes the 

results were even contradicting to each group’s own results. 

 

 

Further Work 
There are some issues that Ubiquitous Computing raises in regards to technologies like 

NFC payment. One main but difficult issue is whether a technology makes life easier for 

the user. Further on this road is also the aspect of whether technology actually is time-

saving or time-consuming. Such issues were outside of the scope for this thesis, but there 

were some interesting findings from the users who thought this was important questions 

to ask. How much time does technology takes from the user? Does it steal time from the 

tasks they actually want to do; get work done, meet family and friends? This could be 

studied further in some other context with NFC. 

 

NFC could be used in many other contexts. Payment is only domain of use. Others 

domains could be transit, museums, music stores, grocery stores, advertisement boards 

and so on. User studies on how people experience the use of NFC in these contexts would 

be highly valuable in understanding the users need for this technology. 
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Appendix A 
 
Intervjusamtaler 
 
Informant, referanse: ____ 
 
 
1. Noen forskere mener at ”formålet med elektronisk teknologi (innretning/apparat) er å 

gjøre hverdagen lettere”: 
a. Føler du at det er riktig? 
b. Hvilke gjøremål hjelper teknologi deg med i hverdagen? 
c. Hvilke gjøremål i hverdagen kunne du klart / ikke klart uten teknologien? 

 
2. Noen forskere mener at ”synlig” teknologi er teknologi som vi er bevisste på eller 

tenker over at den er der, men at ”usynlig” teknologi er det som er rundt oss men som 
vi ikke legger merke til. 

a. Kan du komme på eksempler på ”synlig teknologi”? 
b. Kan du komme på eksempler på ”usynlig teknologi”? 
c. Hva ville dere foretrukket? Hva er mest behagelig? 

 
3. Noen forskere snakker om teknologi som beveger seg mellom sentrum for din 

bevissthet/oppmerksomhet og periferien for din bevissthet (“center of attention, 
periphery of attention”).  

a. Når har mobiltelefonen din fulle oppmerksomhet? 
b. Er tankene dine helt fri fra mobilen når du ikke bruker den? Hender det at du 

plutselig sjekker om hvor mobilen er for sikkerhetsskyld? 
c. Kan du nevne noen annen lignende teknologi som oppfører seg på denne 

måten? 
 
4. Opplevelsen av bruken av betaling med NFC: 

a. Ville du kalt den usynlig betalingsform/teknologi? Hvilken del av den? 
b. Ville du kalt den synlig teknologi? Hvilken del av den? 
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Appendix B 
 
Spørreundersøkelse 1 
 
Før test 1 og test 2 
 
Ditt referansenummer: ____ 
 
1. Kjønn  
2. Yrke  
3. Alder 
4. Erfaring med bruk av mobilen: 

a. Hvor mange år (måneder) har du brukt mobil? 
b. Hva bruker du den til (ringe, sms etc)? 
c. Hvor mange ganger om dagen bruker du mobilen? 
d. Tenker du over mobilen når du ikke bruker den? 
e. Hvordan reagerer du når du glemmer igjen mobiltelefonen hjemme? 

 
5. Hvor mange ganger i måneden pleier du å handle i lignende kaffebarer som Take 

Off? 
 
6. Hva pleier du å handle der? 
 
7. Hvordan pleier du å betale?   

a. Kontanter 
b. Kredittkort 
c. MobilHandel 
d. Andre måter 

 
8. Hva synes du om å bruke elektronisk teknologi til betaling? 

a. Nevn fordeler: 
 

b. Nevn ulemper: 
 
9. Opplever du ofte irritasjon ved bruk av elektroniske betalingsmåter? (tekniske 

problemer, tar for mye tid etc) 
 
10. Hva synes du er viktige elementer ved en betalingsprosess?   
 
11. Nå er du klar for test 1. 
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Spørreundersøkelse 2 
 
Etter test 1 
 
Informant, referanse: ____ 
 
1. Betalingsmåten: 

a. Hvordan gikk testoppgavene? 
b. Kom du borti problemer? Fikk du løst problemene? 

2. Bruksanvisningen: 
a. Hvordan var bruksanvisningen? 
b. Fikk du god nok hjelp av den? 
c. Har du forslag til hvordan annerledes den kunne vært? (Forklar eller tegn, 

bruk baksiden) 
3. Menyen: 

a. Hvordan var menyen? 
b. Synes du menyen var praktisk/upraktisk? 
c. Har du forslag til hvordan den kunne vært? (Forklar eller tegn, bruk baksiden) 

4. Opplevelsen av bruken av betaling med NFC: 
a. Var det helt nytt for deg? 
b. Lignet den på noen tidligere betalingsmåte? Fortell litt om det. 
c. Var det enkelt eller vanskelig å bruke? 
d. Ville du brukt en slik betalingsmåte til vanlig? Begrunn svaret. 
e. Tror du en slik løsning kan være tidsbesparende? Begrunn svaret. 
f. Synes du betalingsmåten er tidkrevende eller mer effektiv? Begrunn svaret. 
g. Hvordan tror du mobilen fikk beskjed om at du ville kjøpe et bestemt 

produkt? 
5. Reklamepris: 

Tenk deg testen du utførte i stad og tenk at du kunne valgt ”reklamepris” slik at du 
fikk opp en kort reklame, men betalte mindre for varen (se kopi av meny).  

a. hva synes du om en evt mulighet for billigere produkt ved å benytte 
”reklamepris”? 

b. Ville du valgt en slik mulighet? Hvorfor/hvorfor ikke? 
c. Tror du folk ville valgt dette? Eller tror du folk ville synes det var dårlig ide? 

Hvorfor/hvorfor ikke? 
d. Hvem tror du ville brukt det 
e. Hvilke andre slike funksjoner kunne vært nyttig? 

6. Betalingsmåten 
a. Er det noe du savner med denne betalingsmåten? 
b. Er det noe som plager deg ved denne betalingsmåten? 
c. Hvordan ville du beskrive denne betalingsmåten til dine venner? 

7. Tenk på testen du utførte i stad der informasjon ble sendt fra menyen til 
mobiltelefonen. Ser du for deg andre bruksmåter for denne typen teknologi? 

8. Nå er du klar for test 2. 
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Spørreundersøkelse 3 
 
Etter test 2 
 
Testbruker, referanse: ____ 
 
1. Betalingsmåten: 

a. Hvordan gikk testoppgavene denne gang? 
b. Kom du borti problemer? Fikk du løst problemene? 
c. Hvordan var bruksanvisningen? Fikk du god nok hjelp av den? 
d. Har du forslag til hvordan annerledes den kunne vært? 

(Forklar eller tegn på baksiden) 
 
2. Hvordan var menyen denne gang? 

a. Synes du menyen var praktisk/upraktisk? 
b. Har du forslag til hvordan den kunne vært? (Forklar eller tegn på baksiden)  

 
3. Opplevelsen ved bruken av betaling med NFC denne gang: 

a. Var det enkelt å bruke nå? 
b. Ville du brukt en slik betalingsmåte til vanlig? Begrunn svaret. 
c. Tror du en slik løsning kan være tidsbesparende eller mer tidskrevende? 

Begrunn svaret. 
d. Er det noe du savner med denne betalingsmåten? 
e. Er det noe som plager deg ved denne betalingsmåten? 
f. Hvordan ville du beskrive denne betalingsmåten til dine venner? 
g. Hvordan tror du nå at mobilen fikk beskjed om at du ville kjøpe et bestemt 

produkt? 
 
4. Opplevde dere at det var stor forskjell mellom test en og test to? 

a. Kan dere beskrive forskjellene? 
b. Hvilken test likte dere best? Hva likte dere? 
c. Hva var det dere mislikte ved den dere ikke likte? 

 
5. Nå kan du fortsette å nyte kaffen og vente til det er tid for par-intervju. 
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Appendix C 
 
Menu in Task 1 
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Menu in Task 2 (part 1) 
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Menu in Task 2 (Part 2) 
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Appendix D 
 
Test 1 
 
Gjør disse oppgavene med bruk av utgitt mobiltelefon, meny og ”bruksanvisning”. Spør 
gjerne dersom du lurer på noe. 
 
1. Studer bruksanvisningen og menyen 
 
2. ”Kjøp baguette” 

a. Før mobilen over merket mellom ”baguette” og ”pris” på menyen og vent til 
programmet starter. 

b. Sjekk at du kan lese øverst på skjermen ”Kjøp baguette” og at det nedenfor står 
”Send melding til …” 

c. Velg ”Avbryt” (dersom du skulle kjøpt varen, hadde du valgt ”OK”, men det skal 
vi vente med). 

d. Forsikre deg om at du nå har kommet til skjermen ”Berør merke”. 
 
3. ”Info baguette” 

a. Før mobilen over merket med pris på mellom ”baguette” og ”info” på menyen. 
b. Sjekk at du kan lese øverst på skjermen ”Info baguette” og at det nedenfor står ”Gå 

til URL-adresse…..” 
c. Velg ”OK” (trykk midt på den store midterste tasten). 
d. Nå logges du på en wap-side med informasjon om hva baguetten inneholder. Les 

gjerne gjennom, bruk piltastene. 
e. Velg ”Avslutt”. Velg ”Ja” ved ”Avslutte lesing?” 
f. Du er nå kommet helt i startposisjon 

 
4. Beveg hånden din på menyen og bruk fingrene til å føle forsiktig på merkene med pris på. 
 
5. Kjøp av andre varer 

a. Nå kan du selv velge å teste ut produktene gulrotkake, kaffelatte. (MERK! 
Funksjonene for ”reklamepris” og de fleste for ”info” er foreløpig ikke i bruk.)  

b. Husk alltid å velge ”Avbryt” når du berører et merke med telefonen. 
c. Når du er ferdig med å teste velger du ”Avbryt” helt til du er ute av programmet. 

 
6. Nå kan du begynne på spørreundersøkelse 2. 
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Test 2 
 
Nå skal du utføre nesten samme typer oppgaver som sist, men med noen små justeringer. 
 
1. Studer nå den nye bruksanvisningen og menyen 
2. ”Kjøp baguette” 

a. før mobilen over merket mellom ”baguette” og ”pris” på menyen og vent til 
programmet starter 

b. sjekk at du kan lese øverst på skjermen ”Kjøp baguette” og at det nedenfor står 
”Send melding til …” 

c. Velg ”Avbryt” (dersom du skulle kjøpt varen, hadde du valgt ”OK”, men det skal 
vi vente med) 

d. Forsikre deg om at du nå har kommet til skjermen ”Berør merke”. 
3. ”Info baguette” 

a.  Før mobilen over merket mellom ”baguette” og ”info” på menyen. 
b. Sjekk at du kan lese øverst på skjermen ”Info baguette” og at det nedenfor står ”Gå 

til URL-adresse…..” 
c. Velg ”OK” (trykk midt på den store midterste tasten) 
d. Nå logges du på en wap-side med informasjon om hva baguetten inneholder. Les 

gjerne gjennom, bruk piltastene. 
e. Velg ”Avbryt”. Velg ”Ja” ved ”Avslutte lesing?” 
f. Du er nå kommet helt i startposisjon 

4. Beveg hånden din på menyen og bruk fingrene til å føle forsiktig på de svarte 
brikkene. 

5. Kjøp av andre varer 
a. Nå kan du selv velge å teste ut produktene gulrotkake, kaffelatte og chailatte. 

(Merk! Funksjonene for ”reklamepris” og de fleste for ”info” er foreløpig ikke i 
bruk.)  

b. når du er ferdig med å teste kan du velge ”Avbryt” slik at du får opp skjermen hvor 
det står ”Berør merke”. 

6. Virkelig kjøp 
a. Nå kan du bevege mobiltelefonen over merket/brikken du ser nederst på dette 

arket. 
b. Nå kan du endelig få lov til å velge ”OK”. Deretter klikker du på rød knapp til du 

er ute av programmet. 
c. Sjekk om du har fått en melding og gå inn på den. 
d. Nå skal du ha fått følgende melding: ”Kaffe leveres ut i baren mot fremvisning av 

denne kvitteringen…” Klikk piltast ned for å se resten av meldingen. Du skal nå ha 
fått ”Ref:… Beløp:… Dato:…” 

e. Gå til disken og få deg en velfortjent kaffe. Takk for deltakelsen så lang! ☺ 
f. Husk å fylle ut spørreundersøkelse 3. 

------------------------------------------ 
 
Berør denne brikken for å betale for en kaffe. 
Hent den i disken på Take Off kaffebar 
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Menu in Task 1 
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